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Cuomo Wins A · Squeaker!
Report From
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Victory Still
in Question

Cuomo
Headquarters
By David Schwartz
It was a night of ecstasy, agony, and
finally, a weary, joyous sigh of relief at
Cuomo Headquarters, at the Sheraton
Center in Manahattan. Cuomo
supporters saw a certain win disappear
before their eyes. It wasn't until 1:00
a.m. that Cuomo wearily claimed
victory, saying "We won because people
and the passion of belief are still more
important than money."
Before the polls closed, the only
question was Cuomo's margin of
victory. At 7:45 p.m., Bella Abzug said,
"Cuomo's going to win big. I heard he's
been very strong with Jews, Italians;
and women." Most reporters, and
politicians, were predicting a margin of
. MariO l,uomo clalmmg victory last night,
.at least four points.
And when the polls closed, it looked !their projections. Spagnoli announced
like things would go easily; At 9:33, ;that Cuomo was losing by one point,
ABC projected' Cuomo as the winner. but that a lot of the city vote hadn't been
Gene Spagnoli, Cuomo's Campaign counted. By 11: 15, the atmosphere in
Coordinator, announced "Mario will be the room was morose. Lehrman was
down in a little while." Two minutes ahead, 1,788,125 to 1,755,240, and
'later, CBS projected a Cuomo win. At Spagnoli stood on stage, mopping his
9:53, Cuomo was rumored to be on his brow. Twenty minutes later, he
way down to make his speech. Five announced that Lehrman had claimed a
minutes later, NBC projected a Cuomo victory, but that the Lehrman lead was
win, making it three networks out of of dwindling, from 50,000 to 20,000, and
that a lot of Brooklyn and Queens votes,
three.
Everything was going right for which are traditionally Democratic,
Cuomo, except the numbers. Minutes hadn't been counted.
Shortly after midnight, Cuomo went
after the networks projected Cuomo's
victory, Lehrman was ahead 51-49%, ahead by 30,000 votes, but there was
wilh29% of the votes counted. At 10:40, caution in the air. There was no reaction
Lehrman was still ahead by 2 points, from the audience when NBC
and it was clear that he wasn't going to announced it was back to projecting a
Cuomo win.
concede while he was still winning.
By 12:30, Spagnoli was by the
By 10:53, two networks withdrew
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even though Lehrman hadn't conceded.
podium, looking - both happy and
weary. He announced that Lehrman
would call for a recount. It was not the
clear mandate Cuomo had hoped for. It
was a narrow, undecisive win. Cuomo
lost in the suburbs, and lost upstate, A
2-1 margin in the city won it for him.
His victory speech was as bitter as it
was joyous. "We were outspent 3-1, we
were assaulted by 9 million pieces of
literature, we were underdogs ... and we
won. We won ... because the truth is
stronger than nine million pieces of
literature." It was a Cuomo who was not
filled with happiness, but who seemed
filled with a determination to fight, to
prove that his ideas are right. "Nothing
is stronger than the truth," he said,
"when people are willing to fight for it."
And if the Cuomo victory shows
anything, it shows that there will still be
I a fight.

,

Liz Gross New Senate President
In a unanimous 12-0 vote on
Monday, the Student Senate appointed
Liz Gross president for the remainder of
the term. She replaces Phil Rheinstein,
who was removed from office last week
by impeachment.
Though there was ~ome talk of
holding new elections for the office,
most senators agreed that too much
time had' already been spent on the
impeachment issue, and that it was time
for the Senate to get down to work.
As Executive Vice President, Ms.
Gross was first in succession to the
presidency. Her old post is now open,
and the Senate is looking to appoint an
Executive VP.
Ms. Gross, a Senior, has over three
years of experience on the Senate, and
was seen as the only person capable of
llaking over the job at this point, in mid

term. The next Executive Board
elections, which include the presidency,
will be held in April. The Senate also
decided to fill three vacant seats by
appointments. Andrea Carty is the new

Student Senate President
Rheinstein removed by
impeachment; story on page
3.
DEO representative, Jesse Mentken is
the new AI B wing rep., and David
Schwartz is the Theater Arts and Film
rep. There are still vacancies for a few
seats, including Dance and Music, and
anyone interested should come to next
week's meeting, Monday at 4:-30, in
CCN.

The results of the Cuomo-Lehrman
race prove, as did Cuomo's victory in
the September 23rd primary, that
predictions and polls must be taken
with more than a grain of salt. The
Daily News confidently announced
Monday, in a front page headline
. "Mario Will Win," and their final poll
had him ahead by ten points. It seems as
though the three networks were going
on a bit of a hunch when they
announced their projected results
within an hour of the polls being closed,
and nearly three hours before Cuomo
could come down to the Imperial
Ballroom, and claim his narrow victory.

•• •
The reporting team which covered
the Cuomo election last night at the
Sheraton Center included: David
Schwartz, Timothy McDarrah, Paul
Sedita, Caroline Howard, and Janice
Young.

By Timothy McDarr8h
In one of the closest gubernatorial
elections in New York history, Mario
M. Cuomo has apparently been elected
govvernor.
Cuomo claimed victory in a speech at
the Sheraton Center Hotel in New York
City shortly before I :00 a.m. this
morning. His opponent, Republican
Conservative businessman Lew
Lehrman refused to concede defeat,
however, questioning whether all the
votes for him on the Independent line
had been counted. At 2:30 a.m., Cuomo
was ahead by 2,114,531 to 2,073,457.
Lehrman, who outspent Cuomo 3-1,
had paid around four dollars per vote.
Daniel Moynihan beat Florence
Sullivan by a more than 2-1 margin, the
biggest in the history of New York
senate races. William O'Neill also had
an easy win, in the Connecticut
governor's race, beating Lewis Rome.
Incumbent Senator Lowell Weicker
won re-election against Congressman
Toby Moffett. Democrats won a
surprise victory in New Jersey, with
Frank Lautenberg beating out the
popular congresswoman Millicent
Fenwick in a hotly contested Senate
race.
In local congressional races,
incumbent Dick Ottinger beat the
Republican challenger John Fossell in
the 20th district, and Benjamin Gilman
beat incumbent Democrat Peter Peyser
in the 22nd district.
In a closely watched Congressional
race on Long Island, Democrat Bob
Mrzaek defeated the incumbent
Republican millionare John
LeBoutiller, who had gained notoriety
by calling for prison work camps to be
set up in Alaska. Also on Long Island, a
Suffolk County nuclear freeze
referendum passed by a 3-1 margin.
In notable races around the country,
George Wallace won Alabama's
governorship for the fourth time, with a
surprisingly strong black vote. Jerry
Brown lost a hotly contested Senate
race to San Diego's Conservative
Jvfa~o.! Pete Wilson. Among
Democratic senators who staved off
challenges from the right were Edward
Kennedy, (Massachusetts), Robert
Byrd (West Virginia), and William
Proxmire (Wisconsin).

An NBC poll taken at votIng sites
credits Cuomo's victory to women and
minority votes. Cuomo won 93% of the
black vote, 56% of the women's vote,
and 60% of the Jewish vote. And though
Cuomo lost upstate, 56%-43%, and in
the suburbs 52%-46%, it was New York
City which gave him the edge, with a
67%-32% margin.
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SUNY Passes '83-'84 Budget:
SASU: "It reams us."
By David Schwartz
About 150 students, from Albany,
Binghamton, Buffalo, Stony Brook,
New Paltz, and other SUNY schools,
packed a hearing room in Albany last
Wednesday, and watched in dismay as
the SUNY Board of Trustees approved
a 1983-84 budget which, according to
SAS U, "reams us."
"These are the Chancellor's most
blatant moves yet," says a SAS U fact
sheet prepared last weekend. "The
emphasis goes from higher training to
higher learning." An analysis of the
budget explains why Mario Cuomo,
when he spoke here three weeks ago,
talked about "interpolating into the
state univeristy engineering elements
and high tech elements." The proposed
budget shows a big increase in money
for SUNY's Health Science centers, and
a decrease in support for liberal arts,
and arts training in undergraduate
colleges.

The Budget Analyzed
The total proposed budget is $1.265
billion, an 11.1 % increase over last
year's budget. Overall, though, there is a
decrease, by .3%, in "instruction,
faculty, and student related issues."
Funds for SUNY's four health science
centers are being increased by 26%
while fu_ndin~ for colleges is being hurt.
Here are some features of the budget: '
• The Board of Trustees is still debating
'an out-of-state tuition increase of
$1,400 a year, to $3,150. This could be'
the most devastating part of the budget,
for Purchase students. Last year, there
were over 400 out-of-state Purchase
students, nearly 15% of the school's
enrollment. About 100 were from
nearby Connecticut.
• Undergraduate enrollment
throughout SUNY is being cut by 1,800,
while graduate enrollment is going up
by 1,800. The increase in out-of-state
tuition is designed both to raise revenue,
and to leave more room for New York
students after the enrollment cuts.
Purchase is extremely vulnerable to
enrollment cuts, because the Letters and
Scie!!ce College has declined in
enrollment, while the rest of the SUNY
has seen :'::cord-breaking increases over
the last three years.
• The budget originally called for an $80
increase in dorm rent, the fifth increase
in the last seven years. The Trustees

agreed on Wednesday, however, to look
for revenue that would make these
increases unnecessary.
• The budget supports Chancellor
Wharton's "multi-phase rolling plan"
which was introduced in 1980. It set a
cap on the growth of programs
statewide, by calling for programs tp be
moved from one college to another,
rather than being started anew. SASU
has opposed the program, because it
allows programs to be created only
when other programs are destroyed.
• Alongside the lack of growth for
SUNY colleges, there comes a 35% rise
in hospital operations controlled by
SUNY. The SASU fact sheet says that
"s UNY should not be in the health care
business."
The budget process .is a long one,
which doesn't stop here. Purchase
submitted a budget request to SUNY
Central, which then goes to the Board of
Trustees. The Trustees' budget now
goes to the state's Division of Budget,
and will not be finalized until January,
when the executive budget is released.
The final budget will be prepared by the
new Governor.
Usually, the SUNY budget is cut by
the Division of Budget, and further cut
at the executive level. Presently, the
budget asks for an 11.1 % increase
overall, an extremely high amount, and
President Grebstein warns that we
could be in for "a big crunch" as the
budget is revised. .. Purchase is
vulnerable because we haven't met our
expected level of growth."
Grebstein also pointed out that the
state's deficit is expected to go from
$500 million this year to a Whopping
$1.8 billion next year, which could
demand drastic budget cutting. In a
recent television interview, Chancellor
Wharton said that "The more serious
question is whether the share of costs
bourne by the student is becoming more
likely to grow."
In the same interview, Wharton
talked about the shift in emphasis to
high technology which the new SUNY
budget reveals. "That's a shift from
education, humanities over to
engineering, into the health sciences,
into nursing. And this, of course, is in
response to the needs of society."
Continued on Page 5

Bonzo's Gonzos Come
To Purchase
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SUBJECT:

Black Male
Height: 6'0" - 6'2"
Weight: Large build 190-210 lbs .
Hair: Black Afro 1-1/2 Inches long
Age 25-30

CLOTHING: Jacket - Gray Sweatshirt W/Zipper
White "T" Shirt
Blue Jeans
Belt - Dark Brown - Wide
Belt Buckle - Silver - Oval Shape - . Dark Center
Jogging Shoes
If you have any information. please call the phone numbers listed
above . All information will be kept confidential.

The Attempted Rape
By Hilton DuBovy
On Wednesday, October 20th, at
about 11:40 a.m., an attempted rape
reportedly took place in the A-wing of
the dorms. The following is an account
of what happened, based on the victim's
statements. The information was
furnished by Director of Public Safety
Mark Albrecht, and Resident Assistant
Dabney Miller.
A black male entered the dorms on
Wednesday morning. He was seen by a
few students in other wings ofthe dorm,
before going to the third floor of A
wing, shortly after II :30 a.m.
Apparently, the suspect asked his
victim for the time. She had her door
ajar, and was cleaning her room. She
told him what time it was. She
continued cleaning, and the assailant
walked away.
At this point, she heard the door
close. She turned, and saw the suspect
inside the room. He had locked the
door, and was holding a knife.
He turned up the volume on the
radio, to drown out any sounds that
would be cause for alarm. A student
across the hall became suspicious at the
loud sound. She knocked on the door,
whereupon the frightened assailant
opened it and fled the scene.
The R.A. was on the scene almost

On the lighter side of the news,
The Secret Service took over The
Load office last week. The valiant
guardians of our presidential
person, responding to a threatening
letter to Ronald Reagan, the star of
Bedtime for Bonzo, were on
campus, investigating . .
The letter, sent on Purchase
stationery, was written by someone
associated with The Load. Two
Secr;t Service agents came into our
office, and interrogated the staff
member who was there, for around
half an hour. They closed the door,
and wouldn't let anyone else in the
room. They took handwriting
samples, asked questions, and made
her promise to keep the
interrogation a secret. The agents
also talked to Mark Albrecht,

immediately, and officers from Public
Safety arrived minutes later. An a
points bulletin was issued for 11K
suspect, and continues throughout
Westchester. The man is not believedt,
be a student here. He is described as
"large intimidating figure with chubb)
cheeks."
The victim was unharmed in Ihl
incident. She managed to give a full
description, which accompanies this
story, and she plans to press charges ~
he is caught.
R.A. Dabney Miller said that it wasal
good thing that the hall mates kne.
each other's habits. It was" a very close,
call." Since the incident, residents on
the hall keep their doors locked eve
when inside their rooms. Miller said
that the social atmosphere has nOli
suffered because of the incident.
Albrecht urges students to check fOI
I. D. before letting strangers into t
dorms. In May of 1981, a student Wall
raped at knife-point in D wing.
assailant has not been caught.
The latest incident is bein
investigated by Public Safety, tb
Harrison and Port Chester Police, ani
the Westchester County Police and
Rape Squad . Anyone with information
should call Public Safety at 253-5513, or
5555.
.

Director of Public Safety, who later
assured us that we were by no means
bound to secrecy. The agents also
questioned another staff member,
and a few students from the Student
Senate.
Does the Secret Service
investigate every threatening letter?
No; apparently, George Bush was in
the area, and the SS was just
deciding to play it safe. Also, it is
known that we gave a favorable
review to Taxi Driver last year.
Speaking of which, how about an
investigation of the Senate Film
Series? And how come M issing was
missing the day after the SS was on
campus? And wasn't it a bit
disrespectful to show Bedtime for
Bonzo just before election day?
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Rheinstein Removed By Impeachment
By Timothy M&:Darrah
and David S&:hwartz
Since taking office as President last
April, Phil Rheinstein has attempted to
move the Senate forward. In the end, he
found that he had moved apart from the
Senate.
Rheinstein has been removed from
office by impeachment. A student
!eferendum on the impeachment passed
by a 204-93 vote. The result was
announced last Thursday night by
Marty Lewinter, a Natural Sciences
professor and member of the Election
Committee, which oversaw the vote.
In his announcment, Lewinter said
thaI the vote was honest, but he added
that there was concer'n from a number
of parties that students had insufficient
advance notice to make a decision.
Professor Peter Bell was among 'those
who felt the vote was not valid. He
.rote a memo to President Grebstein
:urging him to ask for a postponement.
The Election Committee decided that
since both sides showed no objection
and were a ware of the guidelines for the
Yote, that the results would stand.
On October 12, a memo from the

Senate's Executive Committee was sent
to Rheinstein, asking him to resign. "In
consideration of what we consider as
excessive violations in the Constitution
and By-Laws of the Student Senate
Association ...an incapacitation of the
Senate organization as a whole ... and a
failure to support the Senate... we
respectfully ask for your resignation."
There has been dissension within the
Senate since Rheinstein took of(ice last
April.
Rheinstein has been an active,
energetic President, often taking
matters into his own hands in the
interest of getting thi~s done. This is
where much of the dissent came from.
Over the summer, Rheinstein did a lot
of work for the Senate; he organized the
Freshman Record, worked on the All
Campus Senate Committee, got the
Senate involved in Freshman
Orientation, worked on the school's
Budget Committee, and, in a move
designed to give the organization a
more positive image, changed the name
of the Senate to Student Association.
In August, when the Senate returned,
some of its members were shocked by

the name change, declaring it
unconsitutional, and claiming that the
five hundred to a thousand dollars spent
on stationery and t-shirts was an
illegitimate expense.
Rheinstein, in an attempt to
streamline Senate meetings, has upset
senators when he has limited discussion
on some issues, and, according to the
senators, singlehandedly determine the
course of discussion.
In a meeting last April, for example,
President Grebstein came, to answer
questions. After a half hour of
discussion, touchy issues were raised,
and there were senators who wanted to

was a conscious choice," screamed
Rheinstein, "not to listen to your
bullshit." The meeting dwindled into' a
shouting match, with the main point of
controversy being how long Rheinstein
was to be given to respond to
impeachment charges. The constitution
gives an executive ten days to respond,
but the Senate argued that Rheinstein
had missed his opportunity for a full ten
days by walking out on the meeting.
The Senate voted 3-0 to impeach
Rheinstein, and to put the issue to a
student vote the following Thursday, as
mandated by the Constitution.
However, they granted the new Senate

New Senate Takes Office
A.midst Internal Disputes
By Timothy M&:Darrah
Overshadowed by the impeachment
'ote was the installment of the new
I\lIdent senate, selected two weeks ago
iI a schoolwide election.
In Purchase tradition, only 251 votes
out of a possible 2,200 were cast in the
balloting on October 20 and 21. The
•iggest vote gette"r was Joseph
Zambarano, who beat Jesse Mentken
36-23 in the contest for AI B wing
«presentative. That race was one of
only four where the seat was contested.
The others were in C/ D wing, where
lanet Biblin squeaked by John Towse,
19·16, Visual Arts, where it was Paul
Slernglass over Elizabeth freund, 31
II, and in the New Apartments, where
John Jay Williams nipped John J.
Halbig. 13·11. Adam Thinger was
mistakenly on the ballot for that seat,
aDd received 28 votes . He had submitted
his petition for the Apartment-at-large
scat, however.
Other winners were Heidi Fried , who
won the EI F wing seat as a write·in over
Barrett Gross; and Henry Matthews,
Old Apartments; Brian Schmitt,
Humanities, Allison Mahoney, L&S

Undeclared, and Nancy Krisch, Social
Sciences, all of whom ran uncontested.
Lawrence Pruyne won the commuter
seat in another uncontested race, and
Marianne Christopher won the Natural
Sciences seat as a write-in.
None of the incumbent five senators
chose to run for reelection, most citing
academic reasons. However, all Vice
Presidents, Kirk Olsen, VP of Student
Organizations, Tony Kliphuis, VP of
Finance, and Elizabeth Gross,
Executive VP, are scheduled to remain
at their posts until their terms of office
expire in April.
.
In the Dance, Theater Arts, and
Music divisions, there were only write
in candidates, none with sufficient votes
to qualify. However, Ben Hogan,
Associate Dean for Student Activities,
and Chairperson of the Election
Committee responsible for the
successful election, said that the
candidate,S in these divisions would be
notified in the coming days and asked if
they were serious and interested in
becoming senators. If so, they could
offer themselves to the new senate for a
possible appointment.

The Smale. at their first meeting. discussing impeachment referendum.
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Liz Gross. and Phil Rheinstein. current and former Presidents, at meeting.
pursue questioning. Rheinstein,
wanting to avoid .making Grebstein
uncomfortable, refused to let the
discussion continue.
In a similar vein, Rheinstein ha5
occasionally taken financial decisions
into his own hands. In a sense, the
infamous Color Plexer incident is the
Senate's Watergate. Color Plexer is a
company which was. to repair the
Senate's sound system over the summer.
Tony Kliphuis, the V.P, of Finance,
who is responsible for all of the Senate's
business transactions, refused to put the
Color Plexer contract through,
believing that the work they did was.
fraudulent. Kliphuis, who was also a
Design Tech student with a knowledge
of sound technology, refused to let the
Senate pay Color Plexer the $3,000 they
asked for. Rheinstein, after consulting
with C.I.R. technician Gil Hammer,
signed the contract, and paid Color
Plexer.
There are a few more incidents of a
similar nature, but in all can be found
the same motivation. Rheinstein,
though going against the Senate's
constitutional procedure, was
attempting to get things done. In so
doing, however, he alienated the rest of
the Senate. It was, in a sense, a
philosophical split, rather than the
charges, which ended the Rheinstein
reign.
Rheinstein was first presented with
formal charges on October 20th. The
Senate had attempted to discuss the
impeachment move with Rheinstein
earlier, but he walked out on meetings
when it was brought up. At the October
20th meeting, a senator asked
Rheinstein why he had walked out. "It

the option to reverse the decision, and
drop the whole impeachment issue.
At last Monday's meeting, the new
Senate was installed, and given a harsh
introduction to student government.
Heidi Fried, the new EI F
Representative, made a motion as the
meeting opened to overturn the
impeachment. A 2-hour discussion
ensued. Many issues were raised,
including the fact that many senators,
who had just taken office, were not well
informed eno~gh to make a decision on

At last Monday's meetmg, a
new Senate was installed,
and given a harsh intro
duction. ..
the impeachment issue. Finally, by a
5-5 vote, ( a 7-3 vote was needed to
overturn the impeachment) the Senate
agreed to let the issue go to a student
vote. Some of the senator.:> voted to
allow the impeachment vote not
because they felt that Rheinstein was
guilty, but because they felt that they
had no right to overturn what the
previous Senate had done after lengthy
consideration.
So, as it now stands, Liz Gross will be
Acting President. The Senate may
appoint her President for the rest of the
year, or call for new elections. She
commented that the impeachment was
"not a victory. It wasn't an election. "
She added that she hoped all this
business was over, and that the Senate
should now move on.
Her position of Executive Vice
President may now be filled by
appointment.
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Newsbriefs
What's With The
Women's Union
By Jill Becker
Women's Union
The Women's Union is a student run organization
focused on Women's issues: from the personal to the
political. The meetings are held every Wednesday &t 12
noon in the Women's Center, SS 1010. Upcoming
discussions and events: '
• November 8th. Monday evening. Van to take a
tour given by Women Against Pornography of 42nd
Street sex shops ( books, videos, movies, peep shows,
etc. ). Sign up sheet on door of Women's Center. Cost
$3.00.
·November 9th. Wednesday meeting. Tentative
date for a slide show of last year's Women Pentagon
Action, and a discussion with those women who went
from Purchase - and what's happening with it this
year.
These are just the activities that are planned. Other
events in the making are Aboition Rights Action
Week and an "In Celebration of Women"
performance. We need women who would like to
perform their own music, dance, poetry, or short
theater pieces, or pieces by other women artists. Other
ideas are gladly welcome. For all activities we need
your help and participation. Show your support by
attending Wednesday meetings. Thank you.

What Is The
Student Union?
The Student Union is not:
The Student Senate and / or Association.
The All-Campus Senate.
The G.P.c.
The S.O.S.
An international communist conspiracy.
The Student Union is:
• A newly chartered organization.
• Coordinating the Student Senate Lecture Series.
• Bringing together faculty and staff, campus and
community organizations, to plan activities for the
whole campus.
The Student Union has already helped to bring
Mario Cuomo and the Moynihan / Sullivan debate to
Purchase. In the works: a series on Latin America, and
activities on the theme of nuclear disarmamaent. "JIbe
S. U. is non-partisan and does not endorse candidates
or pOlitical platforms. The group meets Tuesdays at
9:00 p.m. in the Fireside Lounge, CCN. Come talk
about what you'd like to see happen at Purchase. Then
organize to make it happen. Everyone is invited to
participate.

•
•
•
•
•

has wasted money.
Grebstein, Coughlin and the bookstore manager all
agree that the book prices are high. Ed Rogowski
adds, "I try to do the best I can for the students. The
problem is that books in general are expensive. A few
years ago the price of cotton started going up, which
made the price of paper and books go up. Since the
prices have gone crazy. We charge publisher list prices
for all books, but the publisher lists are high by
themselves. "
Textbooks, the most expensive books in the store,
are usually marked up twenty percent. The store buys
them at a twenty percent discount and sells them at
their normal, one hundred percent prices.
One q~stion many students have is why the
Bookstore is privately run rather than run through the
school. Grebstein says "The campus could run it, but it
would mean more staff and another budget."
Coughlin explains, "At present we do not have the
management to run a bookstore."
One advantage in having a privately rim bookstore,
claims the manager, is experience. "Wecandoa better
job since we're experienced with what we're doing.
Also, we have contacts with some publishers that a
school run bookstore may never have."
A new contract was signed this June. It states that
the Bookstore must pay Purchase five percent or
$20,000 of its total profits. The money goes to the
Purchase College Association and is then used
throughout the school.

WNAC: Alternative
To WNAS
By Kevin Winn
The "Wednesday Night at C" Parlor, one of
Purchase's newest social outlets, is a student run
function . A variety of nonalcoholic refreshments are
served. WNAC is an alternative to WNAS, and also a
solution to the new state law, effective December 4,
1982, which raises the drinking age to 19.
As a result of the new drinking age, an on campus

committee has been formed. · It consists of some
members of the Resident Life Staff, Student Senate,
Center for the Arts, and Student Activities. It is in the
process of establishing alcoholic policies, explained
Jeff McDowell, Residence Life staff member. Tbm
is no cover charge for WNAC, located in the former C·
o lounge. Refreshments include three flavors cl
milkshakes and pina coladas at .75¢ each. Music.
provided. WNAC goes from 9-12 p.m. eVCIJ
Wednesday.

Irene Golding Fund
Being Formed
Last March the Purchase community lost to caa
a very dear member, Dr. Irene Goldring.
Irene, as she was known, was a friend to all she caDI
in contact with and a moving force that accomplisW
much in the many campus organizations she belou.
to.
An Irene Goldring Memorial Fund has
established to be used for an appropriate gift Iti
Purchase. Donations can be sent to the Pure
College Foundation with a notation that they are far:
the Irene Goldring Fund.

Students Needed For
A wards Committee
Each year the Chancellor of the State Universil
presents Awards for Excellence in Teachi
Professional Service, and Librarianship. N ominati
for these awards are made by the campus. The pr,
of arriving at the campus nominations invol
selection committees with faculty, staff, and studel
representation. These committees will work du'
Fall Semester to meet the nomination deadline
January. Any students who would like to serve on
selection committee are asked to contact the Stud
Senate Office - 253-9095 - or Dee Molinari in
Administration Building ( x5937 ).

Bookstore To Be
Revamped By Fall
By Jesse Mentken
The Purchase Bookstore will be e'xpanded by next
fall. President Grebstein, who asked for the
enlargement, said, "It is a tiny, little space. A
bookstore should be a place where people can socialize
and feel comfortable."
The exact changes have not been planned yet. The
back floor space will be expanded and more space will
be available for non-school items (i.e. popular books,
records and household items). Grebstein also said that
vending machines may be installed.
Because the Bookstore makes little profit from
school books, the expansion will be for the store's best
interest. According to Pat Coughlin, Vice President of
Finance and Management for the Purchase College
Association (the division of Purchase that handles all
of the school's business and contract matters ) the
Bookstore makes a little less than five percent profit.
Most of that profit comes from non-school items.
Because the Bookstore has to order books before
classes begin, it sometimes orders the wrong number
of books. If too many books are ordered, then either
the store ships them back to the publisher and gets
refunded or keeps them. Either way the store loses
money. If they send them back and get a refund , then
they have to pay for the additional shipping. If the
puhlisher doesn't accept returned books then the store
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The Gate at The Edge of The World
By Eva Papp
If your wanderings take you to the
edge of the world and the entrance by
Anderson Hill Road, chances are you
have noticed a little wooden structure
and smiled at yet another VA project.
Your surmises would have been correct,
balf-right at any rate, as the gate house
under construction is a joint effort
~tween the V A Department and
Campus Security.
The gate house, a small part of a new
campus-wide security measure, has
attracted quite a bit of attention, and in
particular, that of the Woodworking
Department. "When there. was talk of
putting lip a gate house, I pretty much
suspected what it would look like,"
commented Ken Strickland, Assistant
Professor of Visual Arts, "and there was
indeed talk of making it concrete to cut
aown on vandalism. I thought Purchase
should have something more; and
though I wasn't planning on getting
personally involved, by the end I was."
The idea of making the gate house a
student-faculty project was backed by
President Grebstein and well-received
bylhe Campus Aesthetics Committee, a
newly formed group who will be
overseeing the signs, as well as the
information booths that will soon
materialize around campus. Although
there is a special committte responsible
for the building of the gate house,
including Norman Taylor, Joseph
Tedesco of the Physical Plant, Carol
Banlcard of Campus Aesthetics and Ken
Strickland, much of the actual work is
being done by Ken, Danny Lombardo
and Butch Muller from the
Woodworking Department. Lombardo
IlId Muller are both students. Muller is
aJunior, and Lombardo graduated last

sprillg.
I asked them how they felt about the

pte house and what it meant to them to
be working on it. Butch commented,
;A1though Ken did most of the

that individual intent on committing a
crime, it is expected to decrease the
incidents of petty larceny in the parking
lots and the late night crowd looking for
a party and a place to flop," stated Mark
Albrecht, Head of Security. Once the
campus is locked, the only means of
entry will be via Anderson Hill Road.
This entrance will be monitored by a
security guard. "Those students who
have a valid ID, or a Purchase parking
sticker and proof of vechicle ownership
should have no problem getting in. And
if all else fails, a call to the dorms or
apartments for some type of
confirmation of who you are is also
acceptable and possible, as the gate
house will be equipped with phones,"
... assures Mr. Albreght.

•

Although the gate house will serve its
..~< security
purposes, it has the added

designing, the three of us sat together
and resolved little details. It has unusual
angles and building it is very rewarding.
But I think the neatest thing about it is
that the students and faculty can work
together to create something for the
campus that's functional on one hand,
yet presented in a beautiful package. We
wanted a unique building, something
that reflected th'e Purchase community.
Take the windows for instance. We had
some ordered that were pre-fabricated,
and when they came they just weren't
right for the rest of the building. So
instead of using them we've built our
own. See," he pointed, "there's one
drying."
When asked about the grafitti, they
declined to comment, although Butch
did say, "Cedar was chosen for the gate
house because it weathers to a beautiful
grey. Our idea in using wood was to
keep it warm, but due to all the grafitti
the finish is pretty much ruined, and
we're going to have to paint it."
After a quick tour of some current

§ function of providing information and
... direction to those arriving on campus.
woodworking projects, which were
To my inquires on when all this was
quite impressive, I headed over to the to take place, I got a smile and reply of
Public Safety Office to get a different "this past September." Although plans
perspective on the guard house and the are not being implemented as quickly as
part it would play in providing tighter had been hoped, I am told that the end
control. As we all know, and as the of November looks plausible. To date,
more recent incidents have stressed, the guard house hours have not been
tighter security has long been a college agreed upon, but suggested hours are
problem.
anywhere from 10-12 at night to 5 in the
"Although the proposed system of morning. My advice? Inform your
gates, one at every entrance to be locked roommate before hitting the town, and
·at specific hours, is hardly a deterrent to tack your name by the phone.

Children's Playground
Among Recent Targets
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By Lisa N. Collin.
During late August, and earlier this
month, the Children'S Center, and its
playground was vandalized. These
destructive acts enraged the Center's
staff and students .
The playground, which is located at
the far end of G-Street, was vandalized
in August. It was equipped with a small
slide, climbing bars, a wooden boat, a
sandbox and a prefabricated small log
cabin. The boat's sides were partially
pulled away, leaving a jagged and
splintery surface. The climbing
equipment was overturned and its slide
was removed. The slide was unscrewed
and left lying in another area of the
playground. The log cabin was torn
apart. Its peaked roof had been
knocked flat and its sides kicked in.
The Children's Center, which is
located in the basement of Campus
Center North, was also the target of
vandalism. A poster was stolen from the
Center's entrance hall and a special
Children's Center sign was defaced. A
crate which was used to store clothing
was stolen from the Center's bathroom.
Annamaria Candrea, the Center's
director, expressed anger and concern
over these acts. "Those things are
valuable to us and are integral parts of
our Center," she said. "That log cabin
was specially made and donated to us by
one of the fathers. It is the principle of
this thing that I find alarming and

disturbing."
Several children shared this
viewpoint:
"I am sad. Those (things) were ours,"
said Ian, 4, a Children'S Center student.
"Someone's daddy built the house
back up. I'm sad because they broke the
house and boat. I am very angry and
sad," said Lauren, 4, another Children's
Center student. However, the incidents
end on a partially hopeful note. "The
cabin is made agaiq," countered a
young student named Wendy. "We can
still play."

•

SUNY BudgetContinued From Page 2

Wharton did, however, mention the
need for "gen~ral education." Students
must, he -said, "also maintain a certain
fraction of their education.in general
education ... so they may emerge, as we
say, as well educated citizens, as well as
individuals capable of carrying out a
meaningful job career."
SASU is now waiting until January,
when the budget gets closer to its final
stages. The current budget proposal
does not have a specific breakdown for
Purchase, except for acknowledging
that Purchase is an "emerging
institution attempting to expand
enrollment," and praising the school for
attempting to combine liberal arts and
conservatory training .
•The Load, November 3m, 1982
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Student Life
Courts often appoint deprogrammers
as temporary guardians of cult
members who would not be able to
understand or control their actions. The
deprogrammer is then allowed to detain
a cult member a talk to them in a
supportive way about their situation.
By being confronted with various

Cults and Brainwashing:
A New Series
By Reid Stuart
This series will explore the use of
brainwashing by some cults in America.
Future articles will discuss how
individuals use brainwashing for
personal benefit, and will describe
specific business and political
enterprises which use it to exploit
unpaid workers. I will interview former
cult members and people who work in
deprogramming , and discuss legal
issues regarding deprogramming.
David Halperin, M.D. and Marcia
Sameth, M.S. W., spoke at the Purchase
Counceling Center presentation on
cults. Although the presentation was
interesting, I could not understand why
they a voided discussing specific
practices of specific cults. For example,
when asked for information about"A
bible study group called The Way,"
Halperin made a few vague comments
about this group. Why did not he
advertise that members are trained to
kill? . The speakers could have also
named front groups used for recruiting.
Why didn't they tell us that Creative
Community Projects inducts people
into the Moonies who have no idea
what they are getting into? When
Halperin mentioned "The Eastern
Group" that the Beatles were involved
with, he did not even want to specify
that this was the Hare Krishnas. It
almost seemed that the speakers were
afraid of offending anyone.
Brainwashing is used by many cults
and is a serious mental health problem.
When asked if some cults use
brainwashing, Sameth would not
.commit herself to a definite answer. She
replied "Some cults seem to have
borrowed from those kind of
techniques." Both speakers emphasized
that they do not do deprogramming.
The insight and training of mental
health professionals is needed in
deprogramming. But ' because

brainwashing is a relatively new
problem, legal provisions for
deprogramming have not been firmly
established, and many people avoid
working in this controversial field.
Halperin suggested that casual
conversation with a member of a
destructive cult is the best way to help
them. I would suggest that, as in the case
with some with mental illness,
temporary detainment, usually for just
a few days, is sometimes necessary.

Why did he not advertise that
members are trained to kill?

Me

different views· about their
in the
cult, the person may be encouraged to
use their long neglected powers of
independent thinking. They then may
regain the ability to make sound
judgements. Halperin had an almost
derogatory attitude when he said, "We

aren't snatching anybody off the streets.
We wouldn't want to see anybody on
that basis at all." The speakers are
involoved in counselling people who
have already left cults, and run a self
help group for families who have a
member presently in a cult. Although
this type of work is very valuable, we
a1so need mental health professionals to
come in off the sidelines and grab the
bull by the horns.
I would strongly suggest that people
who need information about the cuk
program, or who need help, should call
The Citizens Freedom Foundation. The
New York/ New Jersey affiliate is
(212)777-7137. The national office in
Albany is (518)756~80 14.

The Art World and The Real World
By Carlos Coleslaw
There is a proper time and place for
everything. Late at night in a dark wet
room in Port Chester. The smell of
burning flesh, the dark black smoke, the
strange chanting in a foreign tongue.
Knowing full well cannabalism could at
any time break out I appraoched the
doors. What was amazing was not that
it was happening, but that it was
happening here, right off Main Street in
Port Chester, at a New Wave club, The
Beat.
Erl Kimicks "The Art World is a
Jungle," a portrayal of a BFA from
Purchase being shot down over Laos
and dragged through endless gook
villages into Cambodia, exposes once
and for all what non-talented ex-VA
students do when the reality of
graduation sinks in, when the state's
money runs it, when it's Performance
Piece time.
Kimick, surrounded in a wilderness
of mike stands, lights, projectors, tape
decks, and Video units, travels further
and further into the brush. He begins ~o
incite every pagan god he has ever had
the privilege of knowing. Suddenly, the
sound of wild laughter, music, and
women declaring "They're watching'

>

their weight." Kimick begins to do what
he does best. Primal man trying t6
borrow a cup of flour. The performance
reaches mindless levels, as Erl begins to
confess the Sins of the Clergy into the
P A system. All the while, a lone man is
spinning around in circles. As the
performance progresses, we become
amazed at his stamina, at his endurance,
and at his total disregard for all laws of
socially acceptable behavior.
Suddenly, the spinning man grabs the
mike and identitifies himself as the
failed skydiver Reid Stuart. He
announces "Dizziness is an altered state
of consciousness." Before anyone can
debate this, Stuart begins to recite an
epic lament, the story of his lowly
existence, He recounts meeting his first
girlfriend, their coullship, their nights
of passion, his falling out of a tree and
almost dying, their stra'nge sex life, her
burning down of her house, his trying to
make love to her while being in a full
body cast, and their breakup, in which
the girl winds up being a "whore in a
biker gang in Mount Vernon."
The performance for the most part

was unorganized, confused.
unbalanced, flawed, and with little to no
redeeming value. Like its creator, it
chose instead of applying real effort to
try and produce cheap, irrelevant art by
taking short cuts and hoping everyone
was too fucked up to notice. The
performance was saved solely by Stuart,
who doesn't need to prepare for

The smell of burning flesh, tht
dark black smoke, the strange
chanting in a foreign tongue.
disorganization, because he lives it out
everyday in the streets.
The performance was successful in
that it opened up possibilities of Port
Chester as a center for off-campus Art
Performances, Without an off-campus
place for students to mix with people
who represent normalcy, a colleac
becomes an isolated entity, a Robinson
Crusoe in search of something to l:aU
Friday. Art must be brought out into
the streets where real people live.
Unfortunately for us, Port Chester must
serve this purpose.

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZATION
* Free Pregnancy Testing

~

* Birth Control Services

* VD Testing and Treatment
* Problem Pregnancy Counseling
* Abortion Services .
* Routine Gynecological Exams

OF'WDTCHESTO .INC

Office Hours

Uae
(914)948-5m

Mon.-Fri. 9-5

Sat. 7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
All services are completely confidential

20 Church Street, White Plains (near Macy's,
761-9200

Do you want to earn some extra money?
.V..............
• Voluntary 5.......

-Inf."t,

• Sex Education
A confidential·and free. semce
PJanned'Parenhood of · ~.
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If you are a healthy male
between the ages of 18 and 40
and would like to 'participate
in clinical research;
for more information Call

The Center for
Clinical Pharmacology
914-347-3500
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gone on to better things, there hasn't been a real effort
to replace them with comparable people. We've had an
economist who has gone to a distinguished
professorship at Rutgers, we've had aphilosopher who
is now heading a program at Stony Brook, we've had a
literature teacher who is now a provost at Santa Cruz.
There has been no effort made to replace these truly
gifted teachers with people of equal accomplishment.
We need these kind of people to help demonstrate to us
what we need by excellence.
I think we need to recapture a sense of excellence. In
the early years of Purchase, we might have been a little
brash, a Ittle cocky, but we felt good about ourselves,
we thought we were good, we didn't have professional
insecurity complexes of any sort, and I think we need
to get back a sense of the excellence of our resources.

The Load Interview

Frank Wadsworth

"A sense oj excellence. •• "
By David Schwartz
on the whole. The colleges need special programs, or
II seems that Frank Wadsworth. is becoming . else SUNY will wind up being one vast technological
Purchase's elder statesman. One ofthefounders ofthe sprawl.
school, he is now a professor here, and teaches an You once wrote that Purchase was to be "frankly
extremely popular course-in Shakespeare. He was elitist. " Could you talk about that idea?
Acting President of the school for a year. He studied
One of the things I hear all the time now is "what is
and tQught at Princeton, and has taught at UCLA and Purchase's mission, what is it supposed to be doing?"
Trinity College.
The faculty seems to be going around in circles about
In what capacity were you brought to Purclwse?
I came as what was then called the Academic Vice
President. My responsibilities were to develop a
Letters and Science program which would run in
conjunction with the arts programs. Because nobody
seemed to have any great interest in other aspects of
the college, I got involved in student life, the
programming of buildings like the gym, and the
academic buildings - pretty much in putting together
MOllS structures which would make us look like a
college.
WNlt do you think, then, of the architecture at
Pruchase?
Well, I'll tell you, we had a very strong minded
architect in Ed Barnes, who seemed to have a pretty
clear idea of what he was trying to do. I've always
thought the campus was monolithic and
monochromatic, and lacking in a sense of hospitality
and humaneness. I think it's a splendid campus in
Ien\lS of facilities.
rYe often wondered whether it is fair to judge the
campus architecture when we have so few students,
because I think Barnes saw this as a place filled to
capacity, so the whole atmosphere would be more
hustle and bustle. As it stands though, pretty beautiful
in the spring and fall, but in the winter, pretty
formidable looking.

Whit was Nelson Rockefeller'S role in theforming of
.school'!
Well, as I remember, him and Ab bott Kaplan served
loaether on a panel for the arts. Rockefeller was
intrigued by Abbott's ideas of a professional arts
school located on the same campus as a first class
liberal arts college. Because the state had been
planning for sime time to establish a Westchester
campus, Rockefeller, who had a great interest in the
InS, was persuaded by Abbott's eloquence. When they
started the campus, Abbott was chosen to head the
school. Rockefeller was most generous as governor in
support of education. To what extent his generosity
was responsible for some of the fiscal problems we
have now can be debated. He sa w Purchase as a rather
special place.
ftIt do you thin/c about the state's support ofSUNY
II tItt last Jew years?
Well, I think Purchase is suffering from a kind of
eplitariallism. Albany feels that you can do budgets
by formula, in terms of FfE's and credits generated.
This doesn't make any disti nction bet ween the kinds of
programs, the needs of special programs, and that's
uafortunate for Purchase, and for the SUNY system

this, and the administration doesn't seem to know. I
think if anyone knows, it's probably the students.
It's always seemed clear that the original idea of
Purchase was to provide professional training in the
arts, and liberal education of a high quality. It was felt
that the quality of this education could be enhanced by
having these programs functioning on the same
campus, and that there would be relationships
between the schools that would enrich both programs.
The idea was to provide the kind of education that
was only available at very expensive private colleges.
Although we've always thought of ourselves as a
selective institution in one way, we were sure that we
didn't want to have traditional selection processes. In
the early years, we involved the faculty directly in the
selection process, and we picked students by their
academic potential. In terms of the quality of
ed ucation, yes, we thought of ourselves being elitist. In
terms of the students who we wanted to make the
education available to, we saw ourselves .as just the
opposite.
It's heard a lot that Purchase is becoming more
traditio1Ull. It's gotten rid of mandatory essays and
interviews for admission, the short term was dropped,
the cluster program was dropped, the pass-fail system
was dropped. How do you feel when you hear that
Purchase is becoming more "standardized?"
Well, I think it is, unfortunately. In part, this is the
result of pressure from Albany, which finds it easier to
deal with a school that's just like every other school. In
part, some of the change comes because change is
always necessary. What bothers me most has been not
the fact that programs have changed, ( I had always
thought the cluster program had the potential to be
marvellous) but that they have changed not as the
result of thoughtful analysis, but almost on some sort
of whim; the president deciding he wanted to change the
grading, and so on. I don't want to see change come as
some sort of administrative fiat.
I sense a great sense of uncertainty as to who we are,
a tendency to let budgetary worries influence
.educational decisions more than they ought to. I know
,it's easy to talk about the unimportance Of budgets
when you don't have to deal with them yourselves.
Nevertheless, I feel that we shouldn't let budgetary
crises seriously endanger what we should be doing on a
long range basis.
The people who were first brought to this campus
were very fine people indeed. First rate scholars, and
artists. The original faculty members were by and large
really quite distinguished people. One of the things
that has bothered me is that while some of our finer
professors, especially in Letters and Science, have

What do you think about the idea of integration
between the two programs?
I think one of the big failures of the college in the
early years was the failure to establish integration.
Why we didn't do it is very hard to answer. One
problem is historical. The school's got started at
different times, ·and this largely the failure of buildings
be started at different times: Because of this, the
schools tended to go off in their own ways. In the early
days, the planning of the college went along too
independently. The arts people were interested in their
own, rather glamorous business, and we in letters and
science; went plugging away at our more mundane
workaday world.
Almost as soon as the college started, the economic
climate changed, and we have seen diminishing
support. This makes each part of the college fall back
and say, "Well, I'm just going to do my own thing,
because I don't have the wherewithal to reach out."

In the early years of Purchase, we might
have been a little brash, a little cocky, but
we felt good about ourselves.
Hopefully, when-we get a new L & Sdean, he or she
will be a strong leader. We've talked about this a long
time, and nothing has happened. One of the reasons
that nothing has happened is that there's been no one
to crack heads. In the early days, we had Vice
Presidents in charge of the academic programs, and
the only person who could have cracked our heads
together was Abbott Kaplan, and he just didn't do it.
We need someone to say "you're part of a college,
and the college is as important as this board of study,
or that board of study."
Do you thin/c an Arts dean would help that?
I've always thought that made sense. There's not
only a lack of integration between L & S and Arts, but
that there's no integration between the arts. Someone
in music should have more sense of theater, and so on.
Do you think the political climaie has become less
active here over the years?
Well, the college is much less politically oriented in
the larger sense, in terms of outside events, than it was
a few years ago. I think it's unfortunate. There were
times when I was an administrator when the political
activities of the students drove me up the wall, but I
would rather see too much than too little.
Whether that's something that happens during
economic recession, I don't know. When there's a bad
ecol1omy, you think more about getting about ajob. In
terms of political activities on the campus, I sense that
there is a lack of talking, of constituencies getting
together to discuss things. I do not get the sense that
the administration communicates as well with itself as
it used to, or as well with the faculty and students. I
have a sense that the president is sort of "over there,"
and it's difficult for everyone to reach him.
Let's talk about teaching. How long have you been
teaching Shakespeare here?
Well, I guess I started in 1971, when the first class
came here. The class is getting bigger and bigger,
which makes it harder. It's become a kind of lecture
class.
Is there one play which really surprises you by student
reactions?
Well, they always amaze me. They respond to a wide
range of Shakespeare's plays. They often respond to
difficult plays which I thought might cause problems.
I usually begin with Romeo and Juliet, first of all
because it's on a subject which all of us, even someone
as aged as myself, have had experience with. Secondly,
because I think the play has a lot to do with the
generation gap. Thirdly, because it's a marvelous play
to see how Shakespeare works. You get a sense of him
trying to learn his trade. And it does, at times, look
forward, in terms of language and characterization, to
some the later, and more mature tragedies. It's an
interesting play to cut you teeth on.
1be Load, November 3nt, 1982
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Sports
By Brenda McMahon

Fall F'un and Fitness
The physical education department
has planned a Fall Fun and Fitness
program for November, with a variety
of special events. There will also be
tournaments, and, on December 4th, a
"Big Event," with a Mini-Triathelon
and a Team Decathalon. Signups for all
events will take place at the equipment
cage, or by calling Janet Shaugnessy at
253-5022. Anyone can sign up, until
two days before each event.

Basketball and Frisbee night will
feature tournaments, with prizes
awarded to the three top scorers in the
men and women categories. Aquatics
night will consist of competitions in
water volleyball, swimming races, tube
'races, and more.

Special Events

Squash and Racquetball tournaments
begin November I st, and continue
through December I st. Individuals will
compete in a round robin tournament,
with weekly matches. All level players,
both male and female, are welcome to
join in on the fun .

The Special Events include:
• Basketball Night ( Mon., 11/8 )
• Frisbee Night(Tue., 11/16)
• Aquatics Night ( Mon., 11 / 22 )

Tournaments

Ultimate Frisbee

Intramural' Football

On October 23rd and 24th, the
Purchase Frisbee team finished 6th out
of 20 teams in a sectional tournament.
The teams were from New York City,
Westchester, and Connecticut.
Purchase began the tournament by
beating New Paltz 15-8, and Einstein
College, 15-7. Purchase then had an
exciting game against Yale. They went
ahead 14-10 by halftime. ( Fifteen
points wins a game. ) Yale scored four in
a row, getting to a 14-14 tie. A team
must win by two points. Purchase
scored again, and Yale tied it up. Then,
~W~
' ~P~U~R~-~~~~-~~~-t~S~~h~-d~-'~~IP~0~flaw~sl~ Pure~~wok ilie
game, 17-15.
Purchase's last game was against Le
7-9: STEVE WILSON, Varied
Disc.
After an extraordinary first half,
9-11: MIKE STIER, Reggae and Varied
Purchase
was ahead 8-1. Le Disc,
New Wave
7-9: JEFF HOWARD, Electronic and
however, came back strong and
II:
GREGG
MARKOWITZ,
Varied
New
classical
fighting, and won the game 15-9.
Wave
9-1: JOHN GRAY, Jazz
Outstanding Purchase players were
Sidney Alhstrom, Rich Dearmillio, and

Purchase's intramural flag football
double round robin tournaments have
been going on since the beginning of
October and will continue through the
middle of November. So far, The Nads
'are in first place, with a 5-0 record,
followed by The Dobermans, with a 3
I record. Following are the
Dogcatchers (2-1) and The Steelhands
and The Bulldogs (both 0-4). All make
up games will be played on Saturday,
November 20th, and then it's on to the
playoffs.

I

roaUcas

c e u,e

Sunday

Thursday

Monday

.5-7: ABDI and WALTER, Various New
5-7: MIKESHELLEY, Various new music Music
7-9: PHIL DAVIS, ?
7-9: ANDI BERENYI, Hardcore Punk,
9-11: BILLY BERMAN, Varied New New Wave
9-11: THERESA LANE, Varied New
Wave and Reggae
II-I: MIKE AND JOSE, Disco and New Wave, Reggae, Motown
II-I: CATHY LEE CAWLEY, Varied
Wave
New Wave

tuesday

Friday

5-7: INNOCENT BYSTANDER, Rock 7-9: NED and MATT, Rock and RoIl
and Roll
9-11: ADOTEI AKWEI, Reggae
7-9: JOANNE JACOBS, New Wave
11-1: MARK ZEISLER, Rock and Roll
9-11: NATALIE BOOKCHIN, Varied
New Wave
II-I: PIERRE AND JOE, Varied New
Wave, Disco, and Reggae
7-9: DAVID NEWGARDEN, Jazz and
New Music
9-11: GARY NOVIKOFF, Varied New
Wave
4-6: CELIA MARX, Varied New Wave
II-I: LANCE LEVY, Rock and Roll
6-7: DARLENE SENKO, Comedy
,

Saturday

.

Wednesday

,MALE VOLUNTEERS

Sllt-6t6-l' ~6
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Ages 21-45
Can Earn $400.00
BY PARTICIPATING IN
RESEARCH PROGRAM

the two new rookies Pierre Cialliarc and
Joe Cabello.
The teams finishing ahead of
Purchase were the Heifers ffom
Manhattan, Wesleyan, Stony Brook,
Columbia, and Le Disc. Purchase
qualified, with these teams, for the
Intersectionals, at Rochester, where
they will face such well-known teams as
Syracuse, Binghamton, Buffalo, SUNY
Albany, and Brockport. The top four
from this tourney will play in the North
Atlantic Regionals in Amherst, to
qualify for the national championship.
Purchase, however, won't be playing,
due to a lack of money, even though
they had a good chance of placing high.
The Ultimate season is over, but the
game isn't. Every Monday night, the
team, and anyone else interested, will
play in the gy from 8 10 p.m. Recruits
are'l1eeded for next spring. Ifinterested,
call Mike at the gym. ( 253-5026 ).
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Previews and reviews of performances,
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Good Person To Be Kornfeld's Farewell
By David Schwartz
"Every moment must be startling.
Brecht uses every trick, and he lets you
know it's a trick, to make the audience
pay attention," says Larry Kornfeld
about The Good Person of Setzuan.
Presented by tlie Junior Actors,
between November 9th and 14th, this
will be Kornfeld's last directing job at
Purchase before he leaves for a teaching
position at Yale which starts in January.
Brecht often called :"lis plays lessons.
Kornfeld says that the point of a Brecht
production is "to make the audience
experience the lesson," and The Good
Person promises to be one of the more
memorable experiences Kornfeld has
created at Purchase. He has also
directed Gertrude Stein's Listen to Me,
and Finnegan's Wake, experimental
productions which have attempted to
break the boundaries of conventional
drama, and which call for audience
participation.
Kornfeld is aiming for an intense,
highly theatrical production. For the
first time at Purchase, theater-in-the
round staging will be used. The
audience will be seated at the four
comers of the Abbott Kaplan Theater,
and action will take place in the center
ofthe theater, at two proscenium stages
on the sides of the theater, and all
throughout the floor area. To increase
the theatricality, there will be
percussion players on stage, to provide
a counterpoint to the acting, which
Kornfeld says will be a mixture of
emotionalism and exaggeration. In his
direction of the play, Kornfeld has
constantly looked for freshness and
surprise, which he says is called for by
the demands of Brecht's Epic Theater.
He uses Richard Gilman's definition,
which says that in conventional drama
'" (the audience) weep when they weep,"
while with Epic Theater, "I weep when
they laugh, I laugh when they weep."
The Good Person of Setzuan is a
parable. Set vaguely in China, the story
is about a prostitute, who is chosen by
the gods as a good person. She is given
money, as a reward, and .opens up a

shop. She calls in a cousin to run the
shop. He's a ruthless and terrible man,
who turns out to be ... her.
Kornfeld has set this parable in a
"junkyard world. This is a production
trouve. Thought there are suggestions
of China, the costumes are new wave,
and there are Christian and Greek
resonances . The clothes and set
decorations were found in thrift shops
and junk yards around Westchester.
The clothes have all been torn apart and
redone." It is a production designed to
be suggestive, beyond realism. "It's a
very poetic play; it's one of Brecht's later
works," says Kornfeld. "On the whole,
there's a lack of realism. The main
character will be wearing a microphone
throughout the whole play, which gives
a very eerie, strange effect."
Though the play is artificial, and
theatrical, the acting is to be rooted in
realism. George haster, a lead actor in
the plaY'! says that Kornfeld "wants
everything to be bigger than"life, but as
the actors, we need an emotional and
spiritual center. You have to have
conviction in Brecht, you have to put
your balls on the line." Talking about
Kornfeld's directing approach, he adds,
"Most Brecht plays are pre-conceived.
This one was an evolving process. Larry
lets us do the thinking through him. He
pulls things out of us. He's a very human
director, very compassionate." He
promises the audience, "You will be
affected. I've never done anything like
this. This is a hot play."
When asked. to sum up the theme of
the play, he used a line from Brecht's
Threepenny Opera. "The world is good
and man's shit." Summarizing the play
somewhat differently, Kornfeld
described the theme as "Man must wake
t""
up and change. The world is in bad
•!; shape."
~
Kornfeld is leaving Purchase for Yale
~ because money was not found by the
i college for him for next semester. He
~ had been slated to direct O'Neill's
Mourning Becomes Electra, and he
Larry Kornfeld (r~ght) directing Junior Actors Nancy Wolf and Brian
stated that Purchase was his preference
Foyster in The Good Person of Setzuan, his last production at Purchase. over Yale, but that "the school has made
the decision for me."

Film Department Premieres
Open the D"oor, Richard

By A. Dean Bell
On Tuesday, October 19th, the
Purchase Film Department premiered
Open The Door. Richard at the Center
For The Arts. This twenty-two minute
documentary on the mainstreaming of
disabled people shows the rich, full lives
the disabled can enjoy when given the
chance. Open the Door, Richard
centers around five Westchester area
people; a blind couple, a young girl with
Down's Syndrome, a boy with brain
damage, and a paraplegic girl. The film
was made by teachers and students in
the film department.
Open the Door, Richard first follows
Kay Taylor to Junior High School,
where she goes through a normal
school-girl's routine, her artificial ltrgs

in no way keeping her from enjoying
herself. Later in the film, she steals the
show, performing a gymnastics routine
complete with cart-wheels and
somersaults.
Patrick Tenner, born with brain
damge, is shown trick-or-treating on
Halloween in an Elvis Presley costume.
Despite her Down's Syndrome, Tara
Bendix attends a regular school and
plays on the volleyball team.
Pat Marzillo and his wife, both blind.
are shown dancing, playing bingo, and
attending the Soundings exhibit at the
Neuberger Museum.
Each story is sensitive and heart
warming, and perhaps this is the film's
weakness. One doesn't get a sense of
how these disabled people are living

lives different from others with similar
problems. We are never shown
institutionalized people, so the viewer
has no direct material for comparison,
which would help him understand the
value of mainstreaming.
The film, however, was sincere, and
brought the audience closer to a world

One visitor to the campus
approached me, shocked that a
facility like the CFA would lack
decent film prOjection. I told him
Welcome to Purchase."
U

that society has imposed a distance on.
This is best exemplified in a long scene
where we see Patrick dressing after a
swimming lesson. He tries again and
again to get his head through the neck of
his t-shirt, and finally, after several
minutes, succeeds, his head poking

:htough with a triumphant smile.
The film was sponsored by the
Westchester Coordinating Council for
.•he Disabled. Richard Rogers, Film
Department Chairperson, directed the
film, which was made for a Junior level
documentary film class. The executive
producer was Chester Williams,
Director of the Westchester
Lighthouse. Miriam Arsham, a film
teacher, edited the film, with student
assistance.
It has been hard in the past for the
Film Department to find funding for
such professional-level projects. The
premiere, which took place in Theater
C, was marred by technical
malfunctions due to the lack of
permanent projection facilities in the
CFA. One visitor to the campus
approached me, shocked that a facility
like the CFA would lack decent film
projection. I told him "Welcome to
Purchase." .
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CALENDAR O.F ;EVE

.T hursday 4
12:00 noon-I:30 p.m.
Counseling Center Workshop: LIKING
OURSELVES

Wednesday 3
12:00 noon
WOMEN'S UNION MEETING
The Women's Union meets every Wednesday, at the
Women's Center in Social Sciences.

Richard Alperin of the Counseling Center leads this
workshop. Students will be helped to view themselves
and each other more positively.

3:30 p.m.
SOCCER MATCH
Purchase vs. Queens College. Great Lawn.
4:30-6:00 p.m.
HISTORY OF ZIONISM

7:00-9:00 p.m.
JEWISH ·DIALOGUE SERIES: Israel and
Lebanon - Where Do They Go From Here?

Ruach sponsored. This is the first meeting of a 5 part
series. Contact Paul Oestricher: 632-1295. Fireside
Lounge.

Ruach presents a discussion, with special guest
speaker Michael Oren, graduate student at Princeton
University. Hosted by Judith Friedlander, Social
Sciences Division. Refreshments served. Fireside
Lounge.

6:00-8:00 p .m.
RUACH MEETING
Dinner served. Everyone welcome. Fireside Lounge.

9:30 and 11:30 p.m.
Bene/it Film Showing: AUEN
The science fiction horror film Alien will be shown as a
benefit for .CIR's refurbishing of the Humanities
Theater, formerly Theater H, formerly the
Humanities Auditorium. Admission for students is
$2.00. General admission is $3.00. $1.50 for senior
citizens . Free refreshments will be available after the
screenings.

8:30 p.m.
LOAD MEETING
We'll do a post· mortem on this issue, and give out
assignments on the next one. Our meetings are open
to all; we encourage newcomers to join.

Friday 5
1:30 p.m.
Special Film Show: PINK TRIANGLES
Social Sciences and Women's Studies pre~prffi
Triangles, a film about homophobia in Nazi
All are invited. Natural Sciences auditorium.

6:00 p.m.
KABBALA T SHABBA T
Ruach. Come join us, and celebrate the Fd
with wine, challah, and song. Contact:
Newman. 253-5725.
7:00 and 11:00 p.m.
Film: WIZARDS
Steve Markowitz' favorite movie. Animation by
Bakshi. Humanities Theater.

8:00 p.m.
INTERNA TIONAL MUSICEXPOSm"" JI
Wine and beer galore. Students and faculty
Sponsored by International Students

9:00 p.m.
Film: SLAUGHTERH,OUSE FIVE

Ruach. Featuring Haagen Dazs ice cream. One full
cup, $1.00. Campus Center South.

George Roy Hill, of World According To
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid fame,
this creditable film version of Kurt \!nnnDnll t'''....
Humanities Auditorium:

Wednesday 10 .

Thursday 11

Friday 12

12:00 noon
PLANNING COMMITTEE

8:00 p.m.
Play: GOOD PERSON OF SETZUAN
See Tuesday for details. "The proof of the pudding is
in the tasting."

7:30 p.m.
Latin America Lecture Series:
FROM GUATAMELA

Come enjoy Kirk Olsen's beautifully run Planning
Committee meetings. Or else your clubmay lose their
money. Conference Room, CCN.

12:00 noon
WOMEN'S UNION
Weekly meeting. See last Wednesday for details.
8:00 p.m.
Play: THE GOOD PERSON OF SETZUAN
See Tuesday for details. "Man must change."
,~:oo

p .....

- AUL SHIPPER
Gue~:H altist Paul Shipper, on the recorder. Wendy
Young will play for him , on the harpsichord.

,U"".;~

9:30-11:00 p.m.
ISRAELI DANCING WITH TlBI

8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Film: CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS
It's Jan Halaska's Czechoslavakia Night at the
International Film Series. This tragicomic story of love
and politics, and of Czechoslavakia and Germany,
helped bring the Czech film industry into the world
spotlight for a brief period in the sixties, before the
Soviets put a damper on their New Wave.

8:00 p.m.
Music Recital: BARBARA HAINES
Senior recital. Barbara Haines, flutist. Music building.

Father Bob Lloyd, of the Maryknoll
speak on the crisis in Guatamela, the
American nation which .in the same month
resumption oiU.S. financial support, and a
from Amnesty International claiming · that
government killed 2,600 people in 4 months.
Maryknoll clergy, and lay persons have been
for years in a fight against repression.
Studen~ Union, Newman Comm
Interdenominational Christians.

8:00 p.m.
GOOD PERSON OF SETZUAN
See Tuesday for details. "A junkyard world."

8:00 p.m.
Concert: BILL Y TA YL()R
famous pianist Billy Taylor performs at the
The Arts. See Arts Focus for det~ils. Student
tickets: one dollar, fifteen minutes before
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Nov. 3

Nov. 16
Tuesday 9
11:30 a.m.
Visiting Artist Lecture: PRINTMAKER
SEONGMOY
Moy, an internationally renowned printmaker, will
speak. Perception Lab, VA building. The public is
invited to attend, at no charge.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
JEWISH DIALOGUE SERIES
"Returning to Judaism: The Baalei Teshuvah
Phenomena." Ruach sponsored. Special guest
speaker is Avraham HaCohen, Executive Director,
Jewish Learning Center. Refreshments served. Host:
Sandi Goodman, RUACHjJACY advisor.
5:45 p.m.
PURCHASE COLLEGE COUNCIL
MEETING
Administration Building. Students are welcome to
attend.
8:00 p.m.
Play: THE GOOD PERSON OF SETZUAN
Opening night. . Read preview in this issue. Abbott
Kaplan Theater.
8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Film: THE NIGHT OF THE UVING DEAD
One of the classic cheapo horror films, by Pittsburgh's
greatest filmmaker, George Romero. Humanities
Auditorium.

Sund~y
2:30 p.m.
fOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
the Dobermans take on the Dogcatchers, and
.lheSteel Hands against the Bulldogs. Same time
Sunday. Great Lawn.

7

9:00-12:00 midnight
COFFEEHOUSE
Caffeinehouse.

4:30' p.m.
STUDENT SENA TE MEETING
The weekly Senate meetings are open to all. They're
held in the Conference Room, CCN.

10:00 p.m.-12:00 p.m.
THE BEAT at SOUTH
The Beat, of Port Chester, is sending over their D.J.,
David, gratis, for one night to spin a new wave dance
mix. Why? Because The Beat wants to invite all
SUNY students to their SUNY nite. Each Tuesday,
The Beat provides live entertainment, and $1.00 drafts
all night long. David, from WDMK, will kick off the
entertainment.

Monday 15

Tuesday 16

Financial Aid Bulletin:
Announcing the opening of spring processing of
educational loans (GSL, PLUS,and ALAS). Please
be sure to submit Needs Test forms with all GSL
applications.

11:30 a .....
Visiting Artists Lecture Series: STEPHAN
GEISSBVHLER
An award winning designer, currently Vice President
of the American Institute of Graphic Arts ,
Geissbuhler will speak in the Perception Lab, VA
building. All students are invited.

Monday 8 ·

rday 13
STRING QUARTET
"'world famous musicians will be in CQncert at the
For The Arts. See Ad in Arts Focus for details.

THE GOOD PERSON

8:00 p.m.
Music Recital: LYNN HAESELER
Guest recital. Haeselar is a SUNY graduate. She will
perform works by Rudyar, Chopin, Ravel. Debussy.
Scarlatti, and Prokofieff. Music Building.

12:00 DOOD
Latin American Lectul'e Series: REPORT
FROM EL SALVADOR
Dennis Gilbert, .a professor of Social Science at .
Hamilton College, will speak about his recent fact
finding trip to Central America, where he conducted
taped interviews with Salvadorian refugees in the
Honduras. In addition, he will be screening slides of
drawings done by refugees from their homes under
fire from helicopters. A good opportunity to iearnfirst
hand the extent of the Salvadoran government's
brutal repression. Sponsored by the Student Union.

12:00 nooD-I:30 p.m.
Counseling Center .presents: BECOMING
MY OWN PERSON
David Levy, Professor of Therapy, practicing in White
Plains, will discuss issues that emerge as college
students begin to separate from their parents.

Time: ?
NA TURAL SCIENCES LAWN GAIA
Sponsored by PBIO, PCS, and PEAS. Behind Natural
Sciences Building. Come and represent your division,
p.m.
7:00 p.m.
or club. Volleyball, egg toss, and 3·legged race. Nat.
l'er!er Reception: ORIENTAUSM: THE
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Sci. students, faculty, and staff are warmly invited.
IN FRENCH PAINTING, 1800
Purchase takes on Bard, in the Gym . .
8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Film: THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN
One of the late Peter Sellers' more humenous motion
picture entertainments. Humanities auditorium.
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The VA Marathon-

involved in making art. It is
acceptance of this idea and
both live together. We all worked
but somehow at the same time we
worked together. It was the closest
1 have ever felt in the sense
community."
"What length is 24 hours? Still I
two hours left. It's an ex
experience. 1 start for my project at
moment, so now my brain is paralyzcq~
and my body not mine. However, I
at ease. This is much easier
studying English."
"The intensity of the atmosphere
far superior to any class I've been
years. The energy level was'
"I was tired to start off with, oecau~11
went tlu"ough an all-day sculpture
and hadn't gotten much sleep the
before. 1 had some projects that

The Energy In The Room...

").

By Sheila Bermel
Excitement and enthusiasm were in
the air at the first annual VA Drawing
'Marathon. The event, conceived by
Clay Hapaz and Sarah Knowles, and
sponsored by VA VA, was held in the
Perception Lab. It went from 6:00 p.m.
on Friday through 6:00 p.m. on
Saturday. There were around fifty
students at the beginning. People came
and went, and by the end, there were
nine who had endured the whole
marathon.
There were individual and group
drawings, and for a while, there was a
live model. The atmosphere was
inspiring. People gave every ounce of
energy like they never had before; the
session was productive, and
spontaneous.
I did not participate in the session,
but checked in occasionally, and sought
reactions from the participants. One
person said, "I found that over the night
my energy and concentration ebbed, so
that I could not always realize or fulfill
my ideas as clearly as I would have
liked, but I was able to see through some
of the ideas I had been thinking about. I
did not produced finished drawings, but
it gave me a good basis for further work.
It should happen again."
Here are some other reactions:
"For me there were a few very special

I understood the degree
concentration and d:
that an artist needs ...
to get done. The energy

\:l Friday night and early
~.

and important moments which
occurred during the session. For the
first time, I understood the degree of
concentration , and discipline that is
necessary for an artist. I became
extremely aware of my bad habits and

The Many Sides Of
Jazz Star Billy Taylor
By John Gray
After forty years in the business of
life, sometimes known as Jazz, Billy
Taylor has established himself as one of
its most articulate spokesmen. His soft
spoken eloquence and breadth of
knowledge characterize every project he
undertakes; whether it's managing his
own Billy Taylor Productions, hosting a
Jazz Alive! broadcast for NPR,
teaching jazz history at the Manhattan
School of Music, or playing with his trio
here at Purchase, as he will on Friday,
November 12th, at the Center For The
Arts.
All these activities lead back to one
source - jazz, America's classical
music, and the piano. Taylor came to
New York at twenty-two, fresh out of
college, expecting to hang out a while
and maybe get some gigs. Two days
after his arrival he was working with the
great tenorman Ben Webster opposite

Billy Taylor, one of the Jazz
world's most renowned pianists,
is performing here next Friday.
Art Tatum's trio- in the Three Deuces
club on 52 nd Street. Before polishing
his chops with Ben Webster he would sit
in with Dizzy Gillespie's group right
across the street. In fact, he lost the gig
with Webster because he was always
coming late from sitting in with Diz.
The Forties were a great period of
growth for Taylor. He traveled
frequently, trying out as many playing
experiences as possible. A stint in
Chicago with two of the all-time great
jazz violinists, Eddie South and Stuff
Smith, was followed by work on
Broadway in New York with drummer
Cozy Cole's quintet. He wound up
touring in Europe for eight months with
Dewey Redman.,Taylor began heading
his own quartet when he returned to the
states.
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morning would raise the dead.
were just creating all over, unse,,,·LL.
::t helping in group projects and
: getting things done. Later the
a. died, and so did most of the
except the hard core ones. We
tight, encouraged one another, gru h hN _ 1
suspect that 1 may have picked up a few
worthwhile ones."
butts, and generally created our
"For me the drawathon was a creative energy. This is what art school
development and process at the same be all about. Definitely an unbelievlblr. 1
time. It was a process of seeing and not experience."
1 passed one person, and asked
seeing, thinking and not thinking, but
just doing. It was a development from did it go, and he replied, with a sigh
one idea, one act, one drawing, to relief, "it's all over." His face was
another. It was a realization how much and covered with charcoal, pencil,
physically as well as mentally we are paint.

i"

The beginning of the fifties began
with even more promise. Taylor became
house pianist at the famed Birdland
club, for the longest stay in the history
of the club. He was called on to back
muscians ranging from Roy Eldridge to
Miles Davis, Lester Young to Charlie
Parker and Lee Konitz, Jo Jones to Art
Blakey. All the giants seemed to pass
through Birdland and all were
accomapnied by Billy Taylor. After this
exhausting engagement Taylor set out
to leading a series of his own trios
throughout the fifties.
In the sixties, Taylor turned his sights
more towards composed. His Suite for
Jazz Piano and Orchestra was
commissioned by Maurice Abravenal
for the Utab Symphony and premiered
on a program with Bartok and Mahler,
providing one of the first instances in
which jazz has received more than lip
service from the classical establishment.
Another important step was taken with
the founding of the Jazzmobile
program. Started in 1965, this
organization produces free concerts on
New York streets, and offers
lecturej demonstrationsm, and
workshops in schools. Taylor also
reached out to audiences through his
activities as a host announcer for radio
station WLIB.
This interest in radio continued into
the seventies as he formed the Black
Communications Corporation which
now owns radio station WSOK in
Savannah, Georgia. He has reached
millions more through his thoughtful
and informative commentary during
NPR's Jazz Alive! broadcasts. Coupled
with these achievements are a series of
twelve jazz piano instruction books,
and the wll-known book Jazz Piano: A
Jazz History.
And so one might ask: Which one is
the re1l1 Billy Taylor? The answer is,
finally, all of them, for Taylor, as is true
of all human beings, is not one
dimensional.

"Filth Anniversary" Performing Arts Series At SUNY

Friday, November'l2th, 8 p.m.

BILLY TAYLOR TRIO
Plu'cbue st:udenta: $5.50, $4.50
Faculty and Staff: $8.80, $7.20
Geaeral PubUc: $11.00, $9.00

Saturday, November 13th, 8 p.m.

TOKYO STRING

QUARTET
Program: Haydn's Quartet in G Major,
Mendelssohn's Quartet No. 1 in E-F1at Major.
Schubert's Quartet No. 14 in D. Minor

Purchase studeats: $5.00, $4.00
Faculty, and Staff: $8.00, $8.40
GeDer81 PubUc: $10.00, $8.00

.* Purchase Student Rush, 15 minutes before curtain. $1,00·
Questions? Stop by the Doz OfIlce or Call z5900
Special rate. .... aI80 a.aJlable to ....or eld............. ebB......
aader 1~ aDd .madeatll from other camp......
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Theater X
Creative writing, drawings, photography, poetry, and
whatever else you can think up. Deadlines for submissions
for next issue is Monday, November 8th.
-------================ =========

Siegerson
By Edward Haviland
He could feci ;. cool bead of moisture roll along his
silll·. He was sweating now. By some conscious effort
hr had managed 10 inhibit his perspiration all day ,
so Ihat a sudden breeze wouldn't alert everyone
with in tell feet of him of his failure that morning to
rlog his underarm pon's with allti-perspiranl.lt was
something he often neg-iened durillgLiw dark, semi
mnscious half hour between five-thirty , when he
pedeu himself like a fresh scab from bed, and six,
wht'll he left with his father. At about a quarter after
SI.'WIl he was dropped off on the grey edge of his dim
and weary campus, fee ling the portentious chill of
thl' wind and the sunless, smudged bhH' and black
sky thai sleep and con\'enience prevented nearly all
his classmates from realizillg. He had felt the
approaching winter every morning for the past
\\'f('k, and he'd worn his heavy jacket in response to
il. But by ten every day he's begun to sweat beneath a
thick layer of faded green canvas , while nearly
t'Veryone else, having not broken out the winter
slufe. went about in short sleeves.
Now he sweated and he didn't care. H e was about
half a minute from the end of his class; thirty seconds
before the blinds had gone up, the slide projector
)tad been dismantled, and now, while the instructor
summarized, he abandoned himself to heat and
tntropy, no longer attempting to regulate the
5(fmro effusion of his underarms and felt, as it ran
in cool, soothing beads along his flanks, the rigid
ache in his back and muscles melting away.
Rf'aching back, towards the window sill, he seized
his knapsack and shoved his notebook inside. The
class was done. He had been relinquished to his own
will.
Standing, he seized his jacket, and zipped the
knapsack shut, the air he slirred bringing to his nose
Ihe pale odor of sweat, unperfumed. The moment
reeked of finality, heat, and a resignation to
whatever it was that was enveloping him now,
something he had waited for all week.
This is it, he thought, the weekend. But still, he
couldn't believe it. It was like being at a historic
place you'd only seen pictures of; you denied
yourself, once you got there, some of the magic
because you suspected the journey had been too easy.
That many could do it, and many had. You were
disappointed that fences hadn't been constructed to
keep lhe undeserving out, to reassure you of the
place's sanctilY. BUI now he was truly alone. Alone
he had struggled all week and alone he stood there,
feelin g like he did in the presence of the
Revolulionary War General Pomeroy's grave back
in Ihe cemetery in Peekskill. Only now the feeling
was bounded by his private consciousness of it, and
was impenetrable. He started walking, carrying it
wilh him. Over on the other side of the campus,
along the road, he 'd wait under the information
signboard, in the shadow of a garbage can more
profound to him than the massed materials at
Gettysburg, of the graffitiedinside of the crown of
Ihe Stalue of Liberty. From here, from there , home.
His underarms were saturated, and he th anked
God, his elation transcending his agnosticism, for
lhe sun. Heat. His jacket, under his ann, was a
burden, but it was beller there than on his back.
Tomorrow he'd be able to sleep late. When he got
up 10 shower, he wouldn't have to cringe when his
barefool touched the cold porcelain tile, or go
reeling back when the shotgun blast from the
showerhead shocked his cold, drowsy body into a
sudden, unnatural consciousness. Tomorrow, he'd
manipulate things to suit himself. Regulation
according to his own plans. But now, he thought-
now.

A burst of classical music filled his head, the
prelude 10 act three from Wagner's something, he
couldn't recall, and he didn't try to regardless of how
well it was soundtracking his exultation. Instead, he
reached into the pocket of his heavy coat and
produced a harmonica.
He played th(" only song he knew, the Marine
Hymn. He played it again. And again. It was a long
walk. But it got dull, the repetition of the notes,
blown into the same holes . So he tried something of
his own, blew into random holes, th(" breath of
composition whimsical and weightl("ss. From one
side to the other, from the low notes to the high , but
always up or down the scale. A proper soundtrack.
he Ihought. My own.
The arm he was using to hold the harmonica was

movies is fascinating, but in people quite safe on the
outskirts of a small suburban colkge, rath("r
unimpressive. But still, he thought, it looks nice, the
reassuredness of her movem("nt. Her loose, though
definite control of the reins. As sh(" passed, he looked
down, and watched his feet scrabble pebbles and
shove leaves along the road . After she had passed, he
turned, and watched her as she shrunk , one hand
dropped from the reigns, but still moving forward
and away, casually, thoughtlessly, it seemed. He
didn't watch her too long. though, because he didn 't
feel like thinking about her all day .
He had taken the harmonica from his mouth
when the girl had come riding by, but now he pllt it
back in. He fell like wrecking the silence.
He kne\\: the (irst four notes from "The Bailie

also the shoulder that the strap of his knapsack was
CUlling into. Sticking the harmonica into his
mouth, he dropped his arm, and breathed. The
harmonica whFned. This is something a conceptual
artist'd do, he thought. Tape a harmonica to your
face and instead of talking or crying you'd
communicate through the nature of your breathing.
Walking, fa ce up, staring foward, he sighed, cried,
laughed, was sarcastic, bellowed, was profoundly
silent. Movie gestures, mostly, he thought. The
sighing, though, was somewhat convincing,
starting heavy and full, four reeds at least, then
dissolving into a single. nervous wail. Most
communicate with the actual emotion, sighing, a
certain dread finality that appears just as the last bit
of air wheezed past the last reed. But then the
inhalalion, always the inhalation after the
exhalation, and the sound hits another apex. ·
Can't wait ul1lil tomorrow, he thought. Sleep
through the morning. It 'd be a good week end, he
was convinced.

Hymn of the Republic; " they were all the same, four
quick, savage breaths through the first hol e. He
loved those first four notes. They were probably the
most powerful notes you could produce on a
harmonica. If the armageddon is heralded by an
angel with a harmonica, it'll be those notes. The first
four from "The Bailie Hymn of the Republic" that
he'll play . He knew that that was a stupid thought,
but he allowed himself to think it because he was
glad of the sudden departure from his brain of the
need to think profoundly. No more school. he told
himself. For the next two days I'm no longer
responsible for the history of Platonic thought, the
history of the Puritan influence on American
Iiterat ure, the effects of the counter-revol ution on
church architecture, or the evolution of
Australopithecus Afri ca nus intq Homo Habilis into
Homo Erectus into Nea nderthal into ero-Magnon
into me. Just me now. I don't have to wake up
tomorrow morning to gorge myself on externals.
Tomorrow, and Sunday, they're mine, me. Mine 10
structure, or mine to wander through. Tomorrow
I'm free to exclude myself from the dark cold
morning and stay up late into the cool soundless

By Andrew Cohen

,

Up ahead a girl was riding a horse on the grass on
the side of the road. She had black riding boots and
was riding with that straight-backed, though loose
jointed composure that emballied cavalrymen 111

Continued on page 16
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Like every other day, I was walking up Sixth
Avenue when I saw her, at the corner of Eighth
Street. I've lived in the city for so long that I se.ldom
pay atention to people. They begin to disappe.tron
the sidew~dks, in between the brick walll.
transformed into posts, into noise and colors, Th~'
just fade out. And with this awful cold, which had
been hanging for so long over the city, static.
immobil e, I was even less inclined tQ stop and look at
anyone or anything,
I don't know what first caught my attention ani
made me look at a swarm of colors: reds, deepgreeru.
light blues, yellows of many different shades.
oranges, birlliant and opaque, a few purples, blacks.
whites, and , and, and ... A dirty yellow miniskirt and
a beret were the secoJild things to arouse my curiosit,
A large green parrot feather was sticking out of tilt
hat. Then I noticed long black stockings and cofrrt'
colored socks, and a pair .of baseball sneakers ala
coquettish muddy blue. On the chest were varioll1
swea ters and on top of them a khaki toreador jacket.
Faces are very hard to describe. I don 't know why.
but one ends up saying, " the mouth' was thin alld
hard-set , showing a certain strength, the nost
straight and pointed aggressively forward , tht
forehead wide with a few strands of hair trying 10
look like bangs," etc. . .1 could say that and be door
with it, but (wouldn't be telling the truth ... Herfaa"
was like Giuliella Massina's in Fellini 's L4
Strada .. ,th·at's the face that I saw.
A number of well-tied packages hung down from
h er shoulders, some reaching to her hips, others
reaching to her bUllocks, and others almost to 11ft
knees. They were tied together with strings made ol
bits of knotted jersey. On e of these packages in
particular caught my attention: it was a Royal lit
Luxe typewriter made in the 40 's. She was standing
at the corner next to three fortyish looking women.I
crossed the street and stopped: they looked likea
Rousseau painting, wi thout the jungle but with thr
macaw.
"S hould I go to the office or should I follow
her? ... If I go to the office, I won 't be cold, but ill
follow her, today won't be like every other day...buI
what about my responsiblilities," I thought.
I saw her put the typewriter on top of the garbagf
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can at the corner and take some paper from one of the

He saw her sip her coffee and burn her tongue . He sat down on the stairs. He had never done so
After typing furiously for a few seconds, serveral times as she typed. He added mustard to his before, and untied his tie. He felt tired, finished, he
she threw the paper into the garbage can and left. I hot-dog. "I must be crazy, eating a hot-dog with didn't realize they had been walking for three hours.
had already made up my mind to follow her, so I mustard at 9 o'clock in the morning, following a Besides the first two messages, he had received only
picked up the paper: she had dropped and read:
mad woman, thinking she left me a message in the one more over an hour before. He took it out of his
garbage can.. .I'm nuts, I should take a vacation in pocket and read it:
2.\456890'
. the Caribbean, lie in the white sand, look at women Tree oles, one, two, tree
q\l't'I"tyuiop%poi yeu tq r
in bikinis and drink rum ... yeah, I'm going to the All in a Wall
asciI g I; , g fdsa
office and stop making a fool of myself."
(\·bnm,. ?,mnb\'c
It's not in t e first
He got up as she packed everything up and hung it In t e second per aps
I counted the letters; there were a· few missing, plus
the numbers I and 7. I had the impression she had on her shoulders, including the empty cup she had I bet for t e t ird.
Inote it and dropped the paper on purpose, that it just drunk her coffee from, saw her go out into the
"What does she mean by this riddle? Could it be
\lOIS a message written for someone and that someone cold and drop a piece of paper. He picked it up and the secret hiding place of a treasure? ... A treasure ... ?
read it.
\I'as me.
No, it can't be ... Why not? After all, she knows the
"What a crazy old lady, she writes poetry! Surely, city better than anybody ... And so what? ... What do
He was afraid.
He stayed at the corner between the three women that's no poetry, that's nonsense! Besides, she must you mean, so what? If you ~ind the treasure you'll be
\I'bo had seen him scavenge in the garbage to find the have some kind of fixation, she repeats the same rich and you won't have to go to the office
words over and over ... " He looked around, but he anymore....
pa~r tnX'd with the Royal de Luxe.
"So well dressed and yet he'd stop to rummage didn't see her. "Good, I can still get to the office on
And if this is just nonsense... ?... What do I lose?
time before the boss notices anything... " He Only one day spent in the cold, which is nothing...
through the garbage .. .Incredible!"
"Yes. he looks like a decent person, even like he continued on up Sixth Avenue to 14th Street and·
And what if she'~ a dangerous, mad woman, and
turned up the collar of his coat. It was the coldest kills me when I least expect it. .. ? Come on, you've
might work in a bank."
winter since 1776. It was as if the cold had been .seen too many movies!
"There is no decency left in this city .....
He looked up from his paper and saw her enter accumulating for the past 201 years at the North Pole
... But it could happen...
Nathan's, at the corner of Sixth Avenue and Eighth and suddenly, poured down on us. He had a swollen
With that old lady? Come on!
Strret. He followed her, and although it was knee because of the cold and went limping. "If I go
I have to follow her, I've suddenly caught her
breakfast time, ordered a hot-dog with a beer and sat on with my knee like this and back pains, I'll end up looking at me when usually these people don't see
down to watch her. He saw how she went to the end like Anthony Quinn in the role of Quasimodo... "
anyone. Maybe she'll lead me to that third hole
He spotted her as she turned on 13th Street toward where I'll find the wealth of some rich family or of an
01 the counter under the watchful eye of the guard
and among the customers' smiles and elbow jabs. Seventh Avenue, after dropping another paper into old man who didn't have anyone to leave it to."
Shedidn 'l mind them, but sat on a stool from which the trash can at the corner. "How weird, I didn't even
They left the station the same way they had arrived
she could look out on the street and began to take off see.her type this one. I'd better forget about the old one after the other, Indian-style, always keeping a
all her packages. She put the typewriter on the lady ..... While he said this, he dug into the can and block's difference between them. They walked on,
counter, LOOk. out a piece of paper, went to buy a cup pulled out the message typed with the Royal:
along 42nd Street toward Eighth Avenue and from
of coffee, hunted around for 34 cents in change, paid T e cold enters t e soul from all directions.
there turned North. They didn't see anyone. She
the cashier and looked with hostility at the donuts, It filters into t e s in lie e t ousands of
carried herself erect, assertive, careful of her things.
bagels and hot-dogs, then returned to sit in front of pins tat pric us and rna e us bleed. Yester
He followed tired, pale, anxious, intrigued by the
hrt typewriter and started to type.
day I dreamt I was ice-s ating on a sea of
treasure hidden in the third hole.
ice t at floated over t e city. I fell and
"She is gojng North, toward the Upper West Side.
Ytslerday Ie streets were filled wi t people
began to slide toward t e edge of tat uge
Yes, it makes sense, there are large houses there,
Pt'Ople from everyw ere
cloud of ice and from t ere it was a slow
belonging to well-to-do people who are now living
Yesterday t e streets were filled wit cars
descent, falling and seeing you among all
in the suourbs. Maybe she saw some mafioso hide
Cats from everyw ere
the
huge quantities of illegal money ... " He startled. "It's
Yesterday t e streets were filled wit you
ot ers, wal ing, head down, wrapped in
not very healthy to mix with the Mafia. Alll need is
ilnd me
the
to have someone see me and inform on me, and the
You and me from everyw ere
cold. I lost you and now I've found you a
next thing I know, they are dragging me out of the
\'f'Slerday t e streets were filled wit oles
gam.
East River, car and aIL .. "
oIes from e'Veryw ere
While he was mulling over every angle of the
Yesterday D e streets were filled wit florists
He didn't know what to do. He saw her walk
and corpses
ahead and disappear at each corner, and so they situation, he began slowing down until he found
Florists and corpses from everyw ere
walked and walked.. .The city came out to eat lunch himself leaning against the door of a building on
Yt'Sterday t e streets were filled wit blood
and she stopped at Grand Central Station, in the West End Avenue. The doorman came up to him:
Blood fro everyw ere
large waiting room where Kodak advertises its "Are you looking for someone?" He scrambled
Yrslerday t e StreNs werer filled wit today
products with a huge panorama in colors. She took away.
Continued on page 16
To-day filled wit you.
out a sandwich from somewhere and started to eat it.
p:icl~ages.
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Election Story
By Adam Meyers
"Election Day? Election Day?," I thought. "Who
the fuck am I going to vote for? The Liberals? The
Conservatives? The Democrats? The Republicans?
They're basically all the same. They use slightly
different jargon,different people support them, but
otherwise, they're exaclty the same."
I was almost there. Just two more blocks arid I
would be in front of that stupid church where the
stupid election booths were. I could vote Free
Libertarian. Or perhaps Socialist Worker. How
about the Confederation for a Better America party?
The hell with that. I did not know who or what I
wanted to vote for. My vote was too random to cast. I
thought it would be irresponsible of me to throw a
wrench into the great American political machine.
Nevertheless, I kept walking in the direction of the
"oting booth. Issues like the Death Penalty,
abortion, and military spending seemed irrelevant
because I did not know which side I was on.
About a block away from the church, a long
wooden table blocked my path. Seated on the other
side of the table sat three men in three piece suits and
two women in skirts and blouses. They were all
wearing bright shiny blue and gold conical hats.
"Sit down and have some cake with us," suggested
a grey-haired, green-eyed woman. "I made it from a
Betty Crocker mix. It has pudding cooked in for
extra richness, and some home-made icing on top."
I sat down, and said, "Thank you very much." I
forked a piece of cake into my mouth and chewed it
slowly. It tasted horrible. "This is the worst cake I've
ever tased," I said.
The five of them burst out laughing. Then one of
the younger men stood up and offered me his hand to
shake. I accepted it reluctantly. "Congratulations.
You are now a member of the Birthday Party of the
United States of America."
"I am not," I retorted.
"You are too," he insisted.
The woman who made the cake explained, "He
who eats the cake of fruit with the topping of
chocolate frosting is a member of the party. Those
are the rules." They all burst out laughing.
"You're making it up as you go along," I said.
"Yup," said a nodding young woman in a gray
suit.
"\Vas that fruit cake with chocolate icing?"
"Yup," said the young woman, with a big smile.
"We are write-in candidates," explained the
green-eyed woman. "My name is Greta Young. I'm
running for President."
''I'm Ronald Dolmas," said an elderly looking
gentleman, ''I'm running for Congressman."
The young woman who had said "yup," stood up,
and said, ''I'm Lisa Domingo, a candidate for
County Judge."
''I'm Howard Conroy. Vote for me for mayor."
A little bald man with a grin stood up and bowed
and said "I'm running for every other position. Vote
for me for whatever you feel like voting me for. I'm
John Doe."
I stood there laughing. -The green-eyed \\loman
got up, and handed me a piece of paper with the
following written in crayon.
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I took the piece of paper. She said. "You can run
for Assemblyman if you want."
"Sure," I said, "set a place for me. I'll be rigJ:!t back
after I'm done voting."
'
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night. Mine to read what I want, to read, he thought:
Hemingway, to read, not Goethe to diagnose, or
Descartes, to analyze. But Hemingway to feed on.
Mine, me. "A book", said Jack Kerouac, "ought to
be a good friend:~ Tomorrow, Sunday, today even,
he thought--just me and select company.
He reached the signboard and sat down in the'
shadow of the garbage can. His father was turning
off the main road, and the boy heaved his knapsack
and coat disdainfully into the rear of the car as it
led

twelve. He couldn't talk to his father with any
enthusiasm, just politeness. He .could force a fn.
shallow sentences, and that was it.
His father was looking straight ahead now,
conversation having failed, grinding his heel
the accelerator while his son sat beside him,
out the window. The boy was entrapped in a
silence, and his father, anxious to be homt,
accelerated even further, forcing a rush of cold airoo
the boys -face that caused him to roll up the window.

Siegerson
"Eh, dad," the boy said, reaching into the paper
bag behind the shift, where his father had his
budweisers and his sons coke and potato chips.
"Work hard today?" his father asked.
"Nah," the boy said.
Since his mother had the day off, they wouldn't
have to go out of the way to pick her up; they'd be
home in forty-five minutes. Out on the main road
agam his father accelerated as if not even
considering braking until he pulled into the
grass less, oily bald spot on the lawn home. The boy
rolled his window down and smiled into the wind.
His father talked incessantly; probable, the boy
thought, in an attempt to maintain our
conversation, something they were never able to do
after the initial hello, how goes it with you?
Probably because mom won't be ,·"ith us on the ride
back and he'll have no one to talk to. Probably glad
as hell to be done with the week, like me. Butthe boy
couldn't sustain a conversation. He hadn't been able
to for a long time. Since that period when the idyllic
father-son relationship started to crumble, like it
does with all fathers and sons, only with them it
never ended. There came about just a grudging
acceptance by both of the others attitudes. About
long hair and little league baseball. They hadn't had
a sustained conversation since the meaningless ones
they partook in when he was ten, eleven, maybe
Continued from page 15

He looked around and didn't see her, he didn't
know where she had gone. He ran a few blocks as if
possessed by a terrible force which began wearing
down until it changed to a pant caused by years of
smoking and sitting in an office.
"I've lost her, dammit, she disappeared with the
dawned treasure. I've lost the chance of my life, I've
lost a day of work and my discipline acquired over a
lifetime, a discipline that has helped me save a few
pennies, keep my marriage going and raise two
kids."
He entered one of those bars that are blacker than
the night and asked for a beer. The four old bar flies
who had been drinking all day, looked at him with
curiosity.
" Looks like he's got money ...
" What's he doin' here? Why don't he go. drink
some place else."
" Because he's one of us ... "
" But he's so well dressed ... "
" He musta got it in a garbage can. Look how he's
wearing his coat, and his tie's hangin' ofL.."

.....- - - - B y Carol Law
,-------_._-

"When the summer ends, the winds will come. It's
good I kept my coat." He shook it with care and
placed it in an old suitcase that now substitutedlhe
plastic bag, then opened the other two smalln
suitcases that by a strange coincidence were frOllllhr:
same set even though he had found them in differeD!
parts of the city.
"Today I'll put on the shirt with the palm trees. I
like the green parrot feather and swarm of colors...1
have to find her so she'll lead me to the third hole...
where the hell is she?" He had covered the city from
the glacial colds of Winter till the Summer had
come, but hadn't found her. "But she's alive; who
else would have left me these messages in trash
cans?"
I )We are apporac ing wit giant steps
toward t e desired end.
2)To-day you passed in front of it, touc ed
it caressed it but didn't see it. T e lig t oft e
sun blinded you.
(Because of this message, he now wore
dark sun glasses 24 hours a day).

The Third Hole
He began drinking his beer in slow gulps and
little by little relaxed and amiled.."After all, I can
keep looking for her until I find her. The city's not so
big. Then I'll follow her without her even realizing
and zap! One day I'll find her myself in front bf the
third hole."
They say that one beer is not enough, so when he
came out into the street it was already getting light.
The weather had changed.
"What a good idea tollave the Gulf of Mexico, the
Caribbean Sea, the Equator, to push back the polar
winds and bring the warm breeze to sooth our
bones!"
He neared a trash can on the corner of Bowery and
Houston, dug through it almost automatically but
didn't find anything. "What am I looking for, I
forget...oh, the mesasage from the Royal. If it's not
here, it'll be in another can. How nice, it's getting a
little warmer. Why am I wearing this coat, I'm going
to take it off and carry it on my arm or beueryet, put
it in a bag - this plastic bag will do."
Time is a vehicle without brakes. Summer arrived
in the city with force, and threw people out into the
streets. They began to uncover themselves, exposing
their legs, arms, navels. Voices rose, methadone and
heroin addicts came out to air themselves and ran
through those in termi ttent monologues they've
been having with each other forever.

3) You don't need me anymore. You can
find it by yourself. W en t at appens, I
will love you and be yours.
He started to walk as he had done ever
since that day which seemed so far away, sticking
close to the walls to make sure he would see the third
hole. He looked in every trash can for some word left
by her. He knew he wasn't going to find any becau~~
he alone had to find the third hole. One day he
thought he saw his ex-wife walking hand-in-hand
with his boss. He smiled and spat out the tooth he
had broken: "After all, it's the best solution for her."
They came across each other on a corner. They
looked at each other and smiled. He signaled thr
sidewalk to her and they sat down on the edge. Ht
opened the suitcases to show her his treasures. Sht
took out the Royal de Luxe, a paper, and wro(':
one old comb wit out teet
one toot brus wit brown s oe polis
one stamp wit Was ington's picture
one old photo of Nixon and rus ev
one screw driver
one green soc full of ales.
one little box filled wit pins
one piece of Trident bubble gum
and,
various messages typed wit a Royal de
Luxe.

.
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After The Impeachment ...

H nothing else, the impeachment referendum last week accomplished
students thinking about something that is rarely thought about
student government. Morc people voted on the impeachment
1IIIaDdum. eYen thoup it bact alalOit no advance publicitr. . ._ _ in
lot sprints I!xecuft\te Board elections, or thl' year's ~enate
kions.
Purchase is not like most colleges. At Binghamton, for example, student
Clubs and organizations are extremely popular. The weekly Student
Auociation meetings draw around eighty people. The newspaper, Pipe
Dream, has a staff of close to 100. It's a whole different atmosphere.
Perhaps, for many Purchase-ites, going to Binghamton would be like going
10 a big high school.
Here, students tend to stay within their boards of study, and regard
clubs and organizations with aloof cyncicism. Of course, a
'Jm,aential impeachment is always enough to get the juices going, and get
talking for a while. But it is also likely to leave a bad taste in the
~ it got

(t

now, in-lighting and dissension have resulted in the drastic measure of a
presidential impeachment.
Well, we must try to see these things in a positive light.
First, Phil Rheinstein was not ousted because he was either a bad, or
immoral president. In fact, Rheinstein was an active, and enthusiastic
president, who gave a lot of energy to the Senate. He has not been accused of
lying, or stealing. What was in question was his way of doing things, and
what was even more at question was a feeling that he could not work well
with the rest of the Senate.
Special referendums aside, the Senate is a day-ta-day operation,
complete with a bookkeeper, secretaries, and an executive board. It is in
charge of: The Load, PUR, coffee house, van runs, the food coop, concerts,
lectures, heliotrope and puce, the film series, and on and on. There is a lot of
crapwork involved. every single day, with running the Senate's many
functions.
All we can do now is call for the Senate to get back to work, to start
dealing with real Issues, rather than in-fightina. The impeachment fight, as
Rheinstein maintained all along, has been a monumental waste of time.

is not clear what kind of reputation the Student Senate has. Stuffed
boxes, and marred elections, have been common in the past. And

A college should get rid of
traditional concepts of grading-,
C o l u m n - t h e idea that a student is
most particularly in order that
educated and therefore worthy
the intellectually curious
of a degree only when he has
student may not be penalized
completed 120 academic
for following his interests, even
credits ... instead of an
when they may take him far
Frank Wadsworth, the
It does not seem simplistic to extent problem-oriented and interminable sequence of three
afield from his own area of
of this issue's Load suggest that the essential interdisciplinary in nature. Its credit courses, it would ,specialization .
• illl'trView, wrote these thoughts problem that today's college academic objectives would be establish an integrated
'he liberal arts in 1969, when students face, and will continue to give the student as full an curriculum based upon a
_ .'KctJme herefrom Pennsylvan
to face, is that of how civilized exposure as possible to the sequential order of academic
Although well aware of the
to help build SUNY at man can redefine his broad areas of human activity benchmarks, taking the form of difficulties inherent in any
What follows are relationship to nature - nature, and knowledge, including the
attempt at academic innovat
ncerpts from a longer paper.
that is, in its encompassing arts, before he is forced to
ion, this writer is committed to
How
can
civilized
man
redefine
sense, of which the human choose an area of specializat
the idea that experimentation is
American colleges and animal is an important but ion, and to do this not by means his relationship to nature?
in order; and that there are
uoivenities are under constant small part. To put it another of conventional introductory examinationsaii<lreports, In
worse things in life than the
attacks these days. Notably way, the impact of scientific courses, usually superficial and addition to supervised and
failure to achieve all of one's
invested is the liberal arts technology has in so brief a evoking only a passive response independent research and
goals - the failure, for example,
curriculum, which typically time so completely shattered on the part of the student...ln creative projects ... There is also
to set one's sights high and to
finds itself assaulted by a wild, man's traditional notion of his addition to a common program a need to break down keep one's mind open.
UlIdisciplined but multi
environment and of how to in general education, all liberal
weapolled army, and guarded cope with it that now finds arts students would engage in
by a group of traditionalists himself quite literally lost. By one of three advanced
wbose usual defense is the means of science man has programs or tracks. The first
academic equivalent of created a new world half track would be similar to the
dropping rocks on the heads of natural, half technological, in traditional disciplinary
SUNY at Purchase
!he invaders. Yet it is not which the old signposts lead major. .. The second track
Purchase. N.Y. 10577
nea:ssary to surrender to all the nowhere but to the memorial would be for those students
914-253-9097
wi1d charges of the Ii beral arts' past. A work ethic rooted in who wish to specialize in an
critics to admit that there is primitive society still governs - intercultural or interdisciplin
Editor-in-Chief
much that needs to be or stifles - , our social ary area. Students would
David Schwartz
reconsidered about our conscience.
initially be expected to master
traditional programs. Similar
the fundamentals of a
News Editor
ly, it is not necessary to align
recognized discipline, but
Timothy
McDarrah
... a liberal arts program
ourselves with those who claim
would then be encouraged to
ought ideally to provide both a
lbat the curriculum is as
branch out into related
Design
meaningful today as it ever was broad overview of human disciplines or areas ... Possible
knowledge, stressing the
Melanie
Pitts
and should not be allowed to
concentrations here might
relationships
between
areas
of
Gloria
Munzer
suffer any changes at all to
include the study of the
argue that there may be some learning rather than the problems of air pollution in a
differences, and, for those who
Typesetting Manager
merit in past and current
manner which brings together
wish it, a more defined and the expertise of the chemist and
Lisa Collins
practice...
intensive discipline or
the economist, or the study of
interdiscipline-oriented educa
Business Manager
...it is not at all clear what tional experience. It should be problems of aesthetics viewed
Paul Dunleavy
students' wishes really are, predicated upon the belief that from the points of view of some
combination of neurology,
inasmuch as their demands college, while a place for self
perception, linguistics and
lend to be advanced expression and self-develop
Photography Editors
formal
criticism.
emotion.ally in times of met, is also a place where the
Pamela Ruiz
political stress and to be ignorant come to learn from
Janice Young
articulated by an activist the less ignorant. It is fatuous
Caroline Howard
A third track ( and one which
minority Who mayor may not to argue that the student knows
might be viewed as suspiciously
Staff, Contributors
speak for their silent peers. As as much about everything as
innovative on the part of
Jill
Becker.
A.
Dean
Bell, Andy Berenyi, Sheila
for students' needs, these two the faculty, or that learning is
conservative educators) would
Bermel,
Andrew
Cohen,
Carlos Coleslaw, Hilton
would seem to be more difficult wholly a lateral activity, carried
attempt to fill the needs ofthise
DuBovy,
Dinah
Gieske,
Liz
Gottlieb, John Gray,
of definition than is usually on among intellectual equals in
students who seek cultural
Jan
Halaska,
Edward
Haviland, Carol
pnted, involving as they do a totally unstructured context.
enrichment and intellectual
Lawrence,
Julie
Lawrence,
Keith
LoBue, Brenda
questions of what students
challenge without desiring at
McMahon,
Mike
McNickle,
Jesse
Mentken,
think they need, what past
It would seem worthwhile ...
the time to focus upon a single,
Adam
Meyers,
Robert
Norman,
Paul
Oestricher,
experience indicates they to give serious consideration to
professionally defined
Eva Papp, Paul Gregorio Rosenblum, Neal
would have needed had the the development of a liberal
academic area. The student, in
Rosenstein,
Beth Schoenholtz, Paul Sedita,
world not changed so quickly arts curriculum structured as
conjunction with an advisor,
Austin
Steele,
,R eid Stuart, Susan Sweeney, The
and dramatically, and what our follows. All students would be
would plan a program of study
Immortal
Billy
Taylor, William J. Taylor, Kevin
blurred vision of the future expected to take part in a
that would enable him to
Winn,
and
Jon
Crystal
as the human light meter.
suggests may be needed.
program of general education satisfy some of the demands of
I hope everyone realizes that it ;. Melanie who make. the paper po••ible. -ed.
which would be to a great his intellectual curiosity.
•••
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'Letters
Letters may be on any topic.
Please keep them to 300 words.
Submit letters to the Load
mailbox at the Information
Booth at CCN, or at our office.

The Jesus
Letters
Dear Paul,
How are you? I just had to
send you a letter to tell you how
much I love and care about you
and to also tell you to still your
mind and to see with my
impersonal eyes.
The letter ·written by Iva.n
was to be expected. After all,
many people need means other
than a mass-produced letter in
order to receive my message.
Others will never understand
my message but that does not
place them any lower in the
eyes of the Lord.
On the other hand, your
letter in retaliation to Ivan's
was totally unexpected. I
tho.ught that I had taught you
to "love thy neighbor" and to
"do good unto those who
persecute you." Your letter was
filled with resentment and rage.
These emotions are not those of
the Lord, but of your own
human ego (your lower nature).
Know Paul, that as a
Christian it is not your place to
judge others.· Never criticize
nor condemn. This is the way of
a true Christian and your next
lesson to be learned. If you
were already seeing with my
impersonal eyes, Ivan's letter
would not have offended you in
the least.
Yours always,
JESUS

Soliloquy on
Kornfeld
Editors:
I am"greatly disheartened te
hear that Larry Kornfeld, OUI
wondrous and beloved resident
director, was not hired thi~
year, and will be leaving the
Purchase community; I am
outraged to hear that money
was available, but that it went
instead to the hiring of a
classics professor! Larry
Kornfeld was the best thing
ever to happen to Purchase;
with the following monologue,
I hereby protest the stupidity of
letting him go. (See Julius
Caesar, I, I.)
(Huh-huh. Huh-huh-muh.)
A classics professor???
Wherefore rejoice? What
conquest brings ,he home?
What tri-departmental
Stravinsky productions follow
him to Purchase
To grace, in captive spells, his
enthralled audiences?
You blocks! You stones! You
worse than senseless things!
o you hard hearts, you stupid
rulers of Purchase!
Knew you not Larry
Kornfeld?! Manya time and oft
Have you climbed up to
mezzanines and b~lconies,
To Listen to Me! and
Finnefian's Wake, yea,

toA wake and S{ng!",
and present it in such a fashion expressionistic figurative ideally, should beanargumenl,
Your programs in your hands, as to prevent it from being an painting of ink wash and attempting to demonstratt
and there have sat
embarrassment to The Load, pasteL."
- something to the reader, andro
Through livelong intermis
and the campus community as
This painting was not of convince them ofa viewpoint.
sions, with patient expectation a whole.
ink wash and pastel. In viewing
To see great Larry's work upon
Ms. Bermel constantly uses the work, the materials took at
the stage.
the phrase "of good quality." most a · secondary position,
And when ~ou saw Big Larry What does this mean? If good imagery being first and
but appear,
quality equals good art, and foremost. Nowhere in the
Did you .not make a universal Ms. Bermel can define what she article does. the author deal
shout,
means by "quality" she has with the artists' intent, how it is
That Servo trembled under
solved a problem that has interpreted, and how successful
Dear Editors:
neath the septic tanks
mystified man for centuries 
it was in reaching an audience.
To hea r t he replication of yo ur what is good art? ! find it very Art is subjective; the closest one
We are writing to express the
sounds
difficult to judge art can come to judging it is to set anxiety of many, if not aU
Made in her putrid stores?
qualitatively. Ms. Bermel up some criteria and measure it
And do you now put on your seems to find it easy; you see, against them, which Ms. female students, concemin&
their personal safety at night
three-piece suits?
she has four categories - l) Bermel has not done in any The insufficient and poor
And do you now cull out a outstanding, 2) good, 3) O.K., way. When a critic does not
maintenance of campu.
faculty meeting?
4) just didn't belong. The "just refer to such obvious concerns lighting has forced many
And do you now strew students didn't belong" group included such as that of 3-dimensional
students to walk in fear. This
in his way
"cute, boring, still lives and space and symmetrical
That comes in stead of our landscapes." Cute? Boring? placement in Harriet Schorr's has resulted in an inability of
these students to fully use the
great Larry Kornfeld???
How? Why? Does Ms. Bermel's painting, the psychological and library, gym, and othcr
Be gone!!
churning stomach indicate definitely autobiographical
Run to your offices, fall upon poor art? Bad taste? Or maybe nature of Zimile's images, and buildings. Members from the
Women's Union ha
your knees,
the obvious spiritual expressed their concern to
her lunch?
And pray to the Gods to
Murray Zimile's lithograph connotations in Torlen's work, the sec uri t y and the
intermit the rioting
was placed in the "O.K." I deeply question their maintenance offices, who have
That needs must light on this . category. It was "your average competence in writing about
responded with a lack 0(
. ingratitude.
print." What is an "average art.
concern and inaction.
Sincerely print?" It is interesting to note
I am deeply disappointed in
Mark Batchelder that Frasconi's print, here The Load. Surely you can
Of primary concern are: The
described as being of poor extend your journalistic parking lot by CCN; the
P.S. Roll your head ...
quality, is on exhibit at the standards to include reviews of footpath to the New
Whitney - but I'm sure the the visual arts; and to require Apartments; and the sidewalks
curators there know nothing substantiation in much the and driveways by the Dance
same way you do for every and Music buildings. Also,
about "quality."
Some of the work in the other article ( hopefully) that lights on this campus go on too
To the Editor,
"good" category was validated appears on these pages.
late at night. (·10:00 p.m. )
Sincerely,
I do not consider the Letters . by arguments such as "very
Because this is an importalll
Julie Langsam
to the Edit~r page to be the pleasing." Since when does
issue, and because of the
appropriate forum in which to "pleasing" have anything to do
Sheila's revl'ew was a incidence of sexual' ham
examine complex legal issues. with art as a creative process?
This
notion
wipes
out
personal
reaction to the show, ment,we feel that the requesl
It is for that reason I feel it
movements
such
as
German
.
rather
than
an analytical for proper lighting is a small
necessary to respond to the
criticism, and should be seen in one.
. letter sent by Richard Silver, Expressionism.
Much of my criticism forthis this light. There were many
Sincerely,
Di rec t or of Pers 0 nnel,
Emily Cohea
concerning the terminations of article can be illustrated in this who felt the same way about
the show. Your points, though,
Mary Dirac
two Urban Affairs faculty sentence:
"Marsicano exhibited an are well taken; a review ,
Members, Women's Unioo
members.
Mr. Silver contends that the
failure to notify Professor
Robertson and myself of non
renewal by the December 15
deadline is of no legal
consequence. One of the issues
in the lawsuit is precisely
whether a two year employ
ment contract for which there is
no notice to terminate
automatically (by virtue oflaw)
c U"@Et.If ~/vn? OONT ""SIC ME: A6"vr I r ...
is renewed for another two year
period.
Mr. Silver is,of course,
entitled to his opinion. But, the
final interpretation will be in a
vJeLL I F I AlP
court of law, not the Personnel
1lte CouPON S
Office.
'R"Tfte~
Sincerely yours,
Phillip Weitzman
~DI FYIJVG.
Associate Professor
~IS" v.}t;;,Gr:."
Urban Affairs and Public
Policy

No Lights,
No.Safety

·The Urban
Affair, Cont.

t;t~~'<'{iJ~.,-.

R

VA Article a
Letdown
To The Editors.:
I found the article "Faculty
Visual Arts Show A Big
Disappointment" a big
disappointment. I would hope
that if Sheil Bermel doesn't
have enough experience,
expertise, or command of the
English language to write a
review, that you as editors have
enough experience and good
judgement to edit her article
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AStudent Rebuttal-

A Response to Fried

By Paul J. Oestreicher .
la the October 6th Load, Professor Albert Fried
wrote an article "Beirut and Us." Some of the points
_ by Fried, accompanied by the tasteless drawing
IiBcgin in the center of the article, prompted me to
1rite this.
Fried is quick to blame the recent massacres in the
Sabra and Shatila camps on the Israeli invasion of
West Beirut. As tragic as was the massacre by the.
Christian Phalangists, and as important as it is for the
facts of the ongoing Israeli investigation to be
!maled, we must nevertheless come to terms with the
ftIlity of the strength and continued terrorism of the
PLO, which did not abate until the Israeli invasion. In
Iddition, at least 2,000 PLO terrorists remained
.wnd in West Beirut, in outright violation of the
qreement for evacuation. These realities are flatly
ned by Fried.
As to the necessity of the Israeli invasion, Fried does
lOt tak:e into account the more than 150 repeated and
abated acts of terrorism by the PLO against Jews
~ inside and outside of the State of Israel, during
!be alleged cease-fire of 1981-82. In addition, during
tm period alone, the PLO was amassing thousands of
IOns of weapons and ammunition, largely from the
Soviets, for specified . use against Israel. Top secret
PLO documents uncovered by the Israeli army during

Jan Halaska's America-

Jersey.
When I am asked, I know I don't have to lie, and I
freely say that it is of course the Soviet Union.
Speaking of the worst places in America, I've seen
!bem alJ and must say that number one is Port Chester.
As I wrote once before, my first visit to Port Chester
was with my friend Craig. That was my only peaceful
IIIl

5h

S

,

Port C~hester has mostly
people who have nothing
to lose. Port Chester also
has many bars, and those
people KO to them.
excursion into town. Since then, I've Visited many
mes, and there has always been trouble. I only have
!be space to tell you about a few incidents. But I must
Irst inform you that Port Chester has mostly people
who have no~hing to lose. Port Chester also has many
liars, and those people go to them.
One cold April night two years ago, me and a friend
RIll to a bar to shoot pool. A few people whose lives
tat very boring were there also and they wanted to
6pl with us. People who want to pick a fight will
always come up with a reason. Those dudes didn't like
my friend's blue eyes, or my accent. It is very hard to

struggle with people like this if you have a little higher ·
aim in life, so we tried to talk them out of it. The
situation worsened because they didn't understand
why we wouldn't want to fight. I asked the bartender
what to do but his heart was beating harder than mine.
Meanwhile, the guys took my friend outside. The
bartender tossed me a dime to call the police. I did so
quickly, and went out, where I was met by a big man
who from the beginning was very fair with me. He said
he'd only use his gun if it was necessary ( in case he was
losing.) If five police cars didn't come, I would have
probably been shot. The policemen asked us to get out
of Port Chester. No investigation was made, and no
guns were taken.
Last May, I drove my convertible into Port Chester.
On Poningo Street, Officer Schnell ( I call him Mister
Quick ) pulled me over and asked for documents.
There weren't any. My car was impounded. I was very
attached to the convertible, and later that night went
to take it back. Everything went smoothly. Nobody
saw me. At the Exxon station, the car was somehow
filled with diesel fuel,which didn't get me very far. The
engine blew up.
This October, I couldn't resist, and started visiting
Port Chester again. My friend and I went shopping at
Waldbaum's, where my friend got caught with $28 of
food in his pockets. I didn't take a thing, yet they were
under the impression that I helped him, and took a
photo of me also. They said if we came back to Port
Chester, there would be troubles. This was no news to
me.
I came back last week with a friend from
Chappaqua. We went to a bar where we thought the
action was. There was nothing there except for a
bunch of pseudo punks. When we were leaving, two

Body Image

As Ja, as we are concerned, we are
looking· Jor the liberation oj our own
count,y...As Lebanese, as a strong central
gOlle''''nt...as once again the nation
reunited, we willtah care ojthe security oj
our own country,' we don't need anybody
in this count,y -- and . A,fljat should
understand. that.
As a separate and distinct problem for Fried to
contemplate the next time he can't sleep, perhaps he
should ponder over the diplomacy, or lack of
diplomacy, which made the invasion imperative for
the Israelies. Former Secretary of State Alexander
Haig, in a recent interview with Barbara Walters,
stated that the PLO was prepared to leave Lebanon
upon his advice that Israel would invade if they ( the
PLO ) did not get out. Subsequent calls from
Washington, including one from Vice President Bush,
urged the PLO to remain in Lebanon, that Israel
would never invade.
The question for Mr. Fried, in his sleepless hours, is
why the phone calls overriding Haig's advice?
Remember, there would have been no invasion had the
PLO left Beirut in the first place. Curious diplomacy I
would think.

pseudos started jumping on our car. I got out, and
before I could finish my second sentence, one of them
smashed a bottle against my forehead. I couldn't see
anything, because of all the blood in my face, but they
ran away. My friend chased them. Someone in the bar
called the cops, and six police cars joined in the chase.
One of them was Mr. Quick. We drove through
neighborhoods and slums I had never seen before. In
one of the streets, a black woman jumped in front of
the car. She looked abused. Mr. Quick rolled down the
window. The woman said she was mugged and raped.
As she said this, Mr. Quick took off, and the only

Port Chester has a kind
of magic appeal.
response she got was the sound of squealing tires.
"Fuckin' bitch," he said:
We were radioed to the police station, where there
were four suspects. My friend positively identified the
real one. But it was an unhappy choice. He turned out
to be the son of an ex-cop, who was hanging out that
night at the station with his buddies. He attacked my
friend verbally, saying, "If you get my son arrested, I'll
bail him out and sue you for everything you have."
That made my friend unsure. Long arguments took
place. At around 7:00 a.m., all the papers were thrown
in the garbage. We forgot about the whole thing, and
left.
In my case, Port Chester's police are always on the
side of the crooks. Port Chester has a magic appeal. I.
know I'll go there again, and that I may not come back.

The Artist
Responds

Retort
To the Editor,
Please reprint this image that
appeared on page 18 of your
Pctober 20 issue, titled, "Body
Jmage Distortion Can Be
Jim!," so that my feedback can
~ understood by readers:
I) Body Ima,ge is pictured as
JWo female bodies. Body often
'Motes female, and the male
not associated with Body.
2) The femah:s have stumps
If anns which limits their
ivity. Their eyes are covered
that they can not see and
ir mouths are covered so
t tbey cannot speak. Only
Ikir breasts and genitals and
mries are detailed, and
milable like fruit for the

President-Elect, Basblr Gemayel:

Port Chester Nights

When an Eastern European is asked what is the
most evil place on Earth, they have to lie, and say the
United States.
When an American is asked the same question, they
reply, without lying, Detroit, the East Village, or New

•

the liberation .campaign testify .to this. These
documents specifically call for the complete
destruction of five of Israel's northern townshi ps using
missiles, mortars and 130mm guns. The document also
called for that goal which has always been the most
important of PLO objectives since the foundation of
that organization in 1964, and which is clearly stated in
the PLO National Charter, the destruction of the State
of Israel.
Whether or not the PLO could have succeeded in
these objectives is not the central issue here. The fact is
that they were going to try.
"More power," says Fried, "to the Peace Now
movement," who were against the invasion of
Lebanon in the first place. I ask you, Mr. Fried, what
chance for peace had the more than 98,000 Lebanese
and Palestinian people, Christian and Moslem alike,
who were slaughtered by the PLO since the seige and
conquest of Lebanon in 1975?
How about the fact that most of the Lebanese
population was glad that Israel had driven out the
PLO and freed their country?
In our efforts to maintain our liberal, humanitarian
conscience, and in our struggle to preserve peace, we
often confuse the terrorist with those wbo would fight
for peace. It's time we called a dog a dog.
In the words of the assassinated Lebanese

plucking.
We live in a society that
"distorts" and gets its jolly
"fun" off the "body images" of
women. Lets try to be a ware of

the unconscious sexism we
have inherited.
Sincerely,
Helene Aylon
Artist in Residence

To the Load,
I will explain the icono
graphy of my cartoon "Body
Image Distortion Can Be Fun."
Body image distortion is an
altered perception of one's own
body. When elicited by
psychedelic drugs, these
alterations can be enriching
and amusing. The two women
in my drawing are portrayed as
being in a higher state of
consciousness. They do not
have functional limbs because
they are in a perfect state. They
are in harmony with their
environment, hence they do not
need hands to manipulate their
surroundings. They want to "be
here now" so they don't need

feet for locomotion. One has a
wing, showing that she is
reaching an angelic state. The
abstract material emanating
from the vagina is my way of
representing ·orgasm. It is a
stream of ecstasy reified into
vis ually perceived material.
Some people who suffer from
unexpanded consciousness
may attach a more mundane
interpretation to my work
because they are too dim to
perceive its spiritual
significance. For further
explanation of body image
distortion, read Varieties ofthe
Psychdelic Experience by
Robert Masters and Jean
Houston. These same authors
discuss how to cultivate body
image alteration in Mind
Games and Listening to Ihe
Body.
Sincerely,
Reid Stuart
The Load, November 3rd, 1982
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know some good chess
players. D. S.. L. C.. T. M. and
Kevin. Yo, guys, wanna play
sometimes? Checkers aIn't half
as much fun,yaknow. TV. aIn't
what It usta be, so let's have a
marathon chess match, huh?
Word has It youse people are
good, so how's about It, O.K?
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We Uve ill the apartmeDta aDd
doD't have to deal with baD
meetiDg81 Bata off to DO more
baD m.eetiDg81
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Liz,

Joyeaux annlversaire 3
Novembre. Feltz' Cumpleanos 3
dla de Novembre. We love ya
CONGRATULATIONS, AL
HUNT ON COMPLEnON OF
YOUR BOOK II
ME: 143-2R4-ZINGO! Bonne
annlversalr:e
Thanks very much!
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David. the ~ Cropper" Is
virgin no more. Congratu
latiosl Now. keep those lines
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we have an Integrated
telephone. It's blue with a green
cord.
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To my loyal fans on my street , ~ Qj ti
and around the campus:
i 1: .c
Your constant devotion Is " .8 -I
most a~preclated. Your tokens ,g ~
of admlratlon contlnue to be ~ ~
ta >.
,g ~;IIIZ gratefully receIved. However, l!.s g
don't you thInk that flea collars, ... §.8
blankets, klttyJackets and frtlly .8 ~ !
"5&1
rtbbons are a waste of tlme and ~ (,j c
@
money? In the future, please 8 ~ &
send only usefulltems, such as !j-a .f
1O~8
&:
little frtskles, pIeces of strIng, '5 ~
15 B.8
0. '::
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~ IE wads of paper, plastlc cups. etc, :.:j
8«: I
~O. Your adorable feline always. ~ a:
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Always,
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chemists-remember to first wet
the mter paper when using a
Buchner funnel.
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Danny the Man is in town I
Let's hear it for Dannyl

straight.

This is to Joanna, Tom and Gina who
never get their name on the Back Page.
Well, here they are!

golls-It's funny. everytlme you come Into our
room we're In bed. Little did you know that
we get up at 6 am. and jog 18 miles!
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g? WELCOME GUEST AT ANY
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We're having a party and the
Rolling Stones are invited.
Love, the Jaggerites on
Campus
Hey, surfer girl! You make the
sixties come alive, even
though this Is the eighties.
Word has It you've got a
memory that Is to put It mlldly,
amazing I Another hanger~n
C

FRED FLINTSTONE IS OUR

j~

ALWAYS THANK YOUR
EDITOR FOR mE WORK
HEDOESI

THE LITTLE HIPPIE
MYS_.VOTE! VOTE PFACE
FULLY!
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It's SUNDAY NIGHT, kids. so

get on your hats and gloves,
CllUDden is about to roll I
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WLOAD
The station everybody's
listening to these days.

And you can be part of it.
Deadlines for the next issue:
Theater X ( Creative Writing, Drawings,
Cartoons, Photography, Poetry, etc. )
material is due November 8th.
Everything else ( ads, letters, back page
stuff, articles, etc_ ) is due November 10.
Publication date: November 17.
These two people represent the kind of 50phisticated
young audience which listens, all day long, to WLOAD
Pitiful, ain't it ~
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